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MOTHER’S DAY SPECIAL FEATURING:

F R E E S H I P P I N G A L L O R D E R S $1 0 5 O R M O R E
$ 2 0 O F F + F R E E S H I P P I N G A L L O R D E R S $1 2 9 O R M O R E
LADIES’ FASHIONS IN ALL SIZES

And thence again to see the Stars...
Greetings from the Southwest!
What is it about Mother's Day that is so powerful? Modern science has discovered many
new biological bonds between a Mother and Child that are permanent. We already knew
this to be true. We can never repay our Mothers for carrying us, nourishing us, and bringing
us into the world.
As Mother's Day approaches, we wish not only to honor and respect all the Mothers across
this land, we want to celebrate Motherhood and our connection with Native Spirituality and
the fruitfulness and goodness of the Earth as a reflection of Motherhood.
To highlight this celebration, we are offering a discount and free shipping for those looking for
that something unique and special for Mom. For orders of $129 or more, we will give $20 off,
and free shipping.
This purchase will help us support struggling Native Mothers in our area:
1) Employment: Many times Mothers are the breadwinners of their home. They have unique
talents that are manifested in arts and crafts (some of which are in this catalog), putting
food on the table as best they are able. Handling the sometimes treacherous travel for
themselves and their children to and from work and school can be a huge task. In most
respects, they are just like most Mothers across the US.
2) Battered Family Services: This problem is an unfortunate harsh reality for some woman
that many want to forget about. These Mothers especially need tender loving care and
support. They vitally need a safe environment for themselves and for their children.
3) Emergency Assistance: At times there is just no place to turn for help. For whatever reason,
there are times where Mothers are in a severe bind. Food, clothing, warmth, and shelter are
necessary for survival. We give special consideration for Mothers and Children.
4) Medical Assistance: If a family member has an urgent medical situation, they may need
travel money, time off of work, or special medical attention. We try to provide a cushion to
support the family when these difficult times arise.
I could go on — housing, weatherization, handicap ramps, access and water supply...and the
list goes on and on. There are so many heart wrenching individual stories from the Mothers
that come through our doors we could tell.
So, we are asking you to consider purchasing your Mother's Day gifts from us and perhaps
a gift of support in honor of Mother's Day. We can only carry on because of good people
like you.
May you be blessed always and Happy Mother's Day to you and your family.

Quality clothing designed and hand made by our
brother and sister Native familes in Peru.
Featuring beautiful embroidery and the finest and most comfortable
cotton in the world, our denim-color cotton garments are machine
washable and dryable, and only get better with age! Made with great love
by the Native people from the mountains of Peru, this collection is a fine
combination of casual and trendy, and offered all sizes.

#8444

3/4 Flare-Sleeve
Long Blouse
(S, M, L, 1X,
XL, 2X, 3X)

$99

#8446

Tie Wrap Dress
(S, M, L, 1X,
XL, 2X, 3X)

$118

#8445

Tie Wrap Skirt
(S, M, L, 1X,
XL, 2X, 3X)

$92
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A LADIES CRIMSON MOOSEHIDE MOCCASINS
A

From the Huron Indians in Quebec, Canada come these marvelously
crafted Ladies Moccasins! Dyed a deep crimson red, these Ladies
Moccasins are made from genuine Moosehide Leather with handbeaded decorations and finished with durable rubber soles.
The last word in comfort and warmth!
#7702 (Sizes 5–10) $99

FREE
SHIPPING

A

All Purchases of
$105 or More

B L
 EATHER CONCHO
CUFF BRACELET

Striking golden tan leather bracelet is
accented with a large decorative concho
with a turquoise stone center, mini flower
conchos, and turquoise and silver spots.
Snap closure has two size options.
#7562 (One Size) $55

D

C ZUNI MAIDEN OWL VASE

Zuni Maiden Owl vase by artist Tony Lorenzo
depicts an amazing three dimensional owl
design on this sculpture. Handmade with
natural Pia Mesa clay. 6", for display only.

#7653

$119

C

D DREAM CATCHER LARGE LADIES' TOTE

Made from beautiful patinas of hand-rubbed genuine leather, the
Dream Catcher tote is the essence of simple sophistication. This
elegant and uncomplicated collection is accented with lacing details
and a touch of fringe. An exclusive pawn-style inspired silver concho
with turquoise stones completes the look. Each handbag features a
back pocket, cotton lining, an interior zip pocket, interior accessory
pouches, and also includes a protective storage bag. Shoulder strap
has 11" drop. 13.5" x 12.5" x 4".

#7603 $239

4 800-504-2723

DIAMOND CUT

COLLECTION

Exquisite Diamond Cut Sterling silver
"Y" necklace and dangle earrings.
Fashionable, on-trend, and timeless
all in one, these pair well with both
casual and formal outfits

$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING
All Purchases of
$129 or More

#12160 "Y" Necklace $182
#11180 Dangle Earrings $32
Necklace and Earrings Set

#9045 $205

SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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A

A EMBROIDERED SLEEVE BLOUSE

Vibrant floral embroidery on fray fringed sleeves
is stunning on black. Fray fringe sleeves with
playful tassel ties. You will be the talk of any social
gathering in these threads! 100% Viscose.
#8449 (Sizes S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $89

B BLUE GRADIENT SOCKS

Men and Women's Double insulated
super comfortable socks with blue tones
with varied dot gradient.
#8582 Fits Sizes 9-11 $16

FREE
SHIPPING

All Purchases of
$105 or More

SHOP NOW

800-504-2723
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
B

C OLD WORLD CROSSES

Evocative of Old World Spain, these handsome Crosses are Navajo
crafted, hand-stamped Sterling Silver each featuring a distinctive,
colorful stone. (2” Long) Complete with 18” Sterling Silver Chain.

SPINEY OYSTER CROSS
#12120 $89
TURQUOISE CROSS
#12122 $89

6 800-504-2723

C

A

A WHITE EMBROIDERED TUNIC
Long and light tunic (almost dress length!)
with elegant embroidery pattern. Classy and
comfortable Peruvian cotton. Fabulous for
Spring and Summer days. Simply timeless.
#8447 (Sizes S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $84

B SPUN OPAL ROUND & SQUARE SET

Artistry and style combine here to create a beautiful
earrings and pendant set you'll love the moment
you put them on. The Spun Opal round and square
nuggets comes to you in polished Sterling silver.
Drop Earrings

#11172 $56

Pendant

#12155 $49

Drop Earrings & Pendant Set

#9051 $99

B

$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING
All Purchases of
$129 or More

C

C HAND-ETCHED TURTLE POT

Navajo crafted, hand-etched ceramic
horsehair Pot featuring the Turtle.
5” High. (Pots are for display only.
DO NOT use with Water)

#5610 $32

SHOP NOW

800-504-2723
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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A TASSEL EMBROIDERED SPLASH PANTS

Make a total statement with these fetching stylish
pants with double tassel drawstring and super
sweet flower embroidery. Comfortable flexible
cotton with. Just lovely.
#8453 (Sizes S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $82

B

A

C
B  BLONDE JASPER CAT FETISH

Blonde handsomely carved jasper
cat with silver necklace.

#5206 $42

C  BLACK CAT FETISH

Black marble cat with silver necklace.
An elegant hand carved sculpture

#5226 $42

$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING
All Purchases of
$129 or More

D

D  HUMMINGBIRD BOWL

Hand-etched completely in the round, this
amazing Hummingbird ceramic Bowl is completely
Navajo-crafted. 5¼”W x 7¼"H. (Pots are for display only.
DO NOT use with Water)

#5301 $119

8 800-504-2723

SHOP NOW

800-504-2723
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM

A  FLORAL EMBROIDERED BLOUSE

A

This Spring, it's all about the florals! Majestically
noble and stately long blouse with fine artistic flower
embroidery. Cuddly comfy cotton with two stunning front
and back patterns. A knockout at any picnic or outing.
#8452 (Sizes S, M, L, XL. 1X, 2X, 3X) $79

B SPIDER WEB OPAL SQUARE PEG EARRINGS

Unique handcrafted Spider Web Opal. See more of the
wonderful Spider Web Opal on pages 70-71.

#11173 $59

B

Reverse

C

C ETCHED POLAR BEAR

Zuni artisan, Cheryl Beyuka. is the creator of this
whimsical, hand-carved, hand-etched Polar Bear
made of Fishstone and topped with a Dragonfly
of White Shell, Turquoise, and Apple Coral.
#5230 (2" Long) $79

SHOP NOW

800-504-2723
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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FORGOTTEN AMERICANS SKATEPARK

SWIF Announces the Opening
of Route 66 Skatepark in Gallup

A HUGE THANK YOU for all
your generous donations
and support in turning this
dream into a reality!
We are proud to announce that the Route 66 Skatepark
has become a reality. Our whole community is excited
and it was thrilling to witness the entire process, from

the design and buiding, all the way to the completion
of the skatepark.

We are honored that Tony Hawk, and his Foundation
is a major contributor to this project. The Tony Hawk
Foundation not only donated resources, but Tony

himself worked with the architect to come up with
the final design.

KIDS DESERVE A PLACE TO GROW

Skateparks build and sustain healthy communities.

As a gathering place for dedicated, athletic youth, the

skatepark provides the forum for visitors young and old,
beginning and skilled, to meet and share experiences.

For many skateboarding youth, the skatepark becomes a
home-away-from-home.

Faithful supporters like you are essential for
projects like this, and we thank you for your
generous donations. The Skatepark has made
an immediate difference in the lives our youth.
Our people will be eternally grateful.
10 800-504-2723

“

The process of getting a
park teaches kids in the
community valuable lessons
about perseverance, and that
working with their city leaders
can be a positive experience.

Tony Hawk

“

NEW STYLES FOR SPRING
A TASSEL-TIE TOPS

Lovely soft tassel tie blouses feature colorful
stitching and double-fringe flared sleeves.
Airy and elegant, these garments gives you
the stylish look that you don't want to miss.
(Sizes S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X)
#8448 (Coral) $79
#8450 (Multi-color) $79

FREE
SHIPPING

A

All Purchases of
$105 or More

B

B STANDING STORYTELLER SCULPTURE

SHOP NOW

800-504-2723
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM

Carol Lucero is considered one of the best
potters in the history of the Southwest. Extremely
fine sculpting and exquisite coloring make this
traditional Carol Lucero Storyteller a stylish
collector’s item.

#5636 $195

SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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A NAVAJO YEI POT

Navajo Potter, Nancy Chilly,
is the creator of this beautiful hand-coiled
Pot made of natural clay, and pinion pitch,
featuring the traditional figures of the male
and female Yeis. (4” Tall x 5” Wide) (Pots are
for display only. DO NOT use with Water)

A

#5620 $112

B EYEGLASS HOLDER

Keep your glasses at hand with our fashionable
eyeglass chain strung with coral and turquoise
stones and brown shell beads.

#12139 $46

C TALES OF WONDER VOLUMES
I AND II - DVD

From the Origin of Fire to How Deer Got
His Antlers to the Story of the Dream
Catcher, this comprehensive DVD features
18 Native American legends and stories.
Originally released as two separate
videos, now you can own both volumes
of Tales of Wonder on this single DVD!
You and your children will be absolutely
mesmerized for a full two hours by master
Indian storyteller Gregg Howard, a Native
American of Cherokee/Powhatan descent
who was recently awarded Storyteller
of the Year by the Wordcraft Circle of
Native Writers and Storytellers. Nothing
compares with the magic of having a
storyteller before you. . . this video is the
next best thing. Highly recommended.
#6923 (DVD, 120 minutes) $25

B

12 800-504-2723

C

A FEATHER TURQUOISE
BRACELET
Handsome hand-worked
Sterling silver with a bit
of antiquing for contrast.
With a large Turquoise
stone, this is a natural
beauty.

#3327 $179

B FEATHER PENDANT

Symbolizing freedom and
hope, this lovely polished
Sterling silver feather
pendant with antique
contrasting works with
everything.

#12157 $92
A

B

$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING

C

All Purchases of
$129 or More

D

C  BECCA TUNIC

Beautiful Becca Tunic is dyed a rich cobalt blue and features
a washed look that’s both trendy and comfortable. The
Henley inspired V-neck placket is perfectly complemented
with a panel of pleats. Just roll up the sleeves for a casual
look. (100% Cotton)
#8326 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $59

D MOOSE SOCKS

Bold pattens of the great outdoors are featured on this
double insulated pair of socks in red, white and blue.
#8575 Fits Sizes 9-11 $13
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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A

A PEACH EMBROIDERED TOP

You don't have to be from Georgia to make a
splash with this peach of a top. Stunning with
dazzling embroidery and very comfortable.
#8451 (S, M, L, XL) $79

B NUMBER 8 TURQUOISE
RECTANGLE DISK DANGLE
EARRINGS

Number 8 Rare Collectors' Turquoise –
truly a masterpiece in traditional
Native artistry. See more Number
8 Turquoise on page 17.

#1174 $86

B

C

$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING
All Purchases of
$129 or More

D
C CHASING LIGHT: AN EXPLORATION
OF THE AMERICAN LANDSCAPE

Chasing Light is a testament to the beauty and wonder of our
national parks. It is also the story of photographer Frank Lee Ruggles.
Frank has traveled to all 50 states, hiked over 15,000 miles, venturing
off the grid, disappearing into pristine wilderness for days at a time,
capturing the unseen wonder of America with nothing but 42 lbs. of
camera gear on his back. Frank’s award winning photographic works
can be seen in galleries and public buildings across the country and
now in this 250 page collection of his life’s work: Chasing Light: An
Exploration of the American Landscape. Join Frank on his adventures
as he chases light until the sun goes down!
# 6956 (Hardcover, 220 pages) $52

D KEEPER OF THE FLAME POTTERY

This mysterious and consoling figure seems to be shielding
the hopeful light of the candle from being extinguished.
Horsehair ceramic pottery by Navajo artisans. (Pots are for
display only. DO NOT use with Water)
#4638 (9” Tall) $82

14 800-504-2723

ALL NATURAL
MEDITERRANEAN
CORAL
Coral as beautiful and vibrant as the
Southwest, the unique hand-tooled
styling of these pieces has universal
appeal that captures the essence and
spirit of today's woman.

A

A BRACELET
B

Stone Coral and Sterling Silver
Bracelet

#3328 $99
B EARRINGS

Small Stone Coral and Sterling
Silver Oval Earrings

#11179 $62
C PENDANT

Stone Coral and Sterling Silver
Pendant

#12160 $68

C

D

SHOP NOW

E

800-504-2723
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM

$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING
All Purchases of
$129 or More

D LADIES TALL BOOT MOOSEHIDE MOCCASINS

From the Huron Indians in Quebec, Canada come these marvelously
crafted Ladies Tall Boot Moccasins! Genuine Moosehide Leather
complete with two tiers of Leather Fringe and finished with durable
rubber soles. Elegance and comfort combined!
#7704 (Sizes 5–10) $159

E SANDSTONE CANDLE

Millions of years in the making, this incredible Sandstone Candle has
been hewn out of the swirling cliffs and gorges that define the epic
Southwest. Bring a warm and magical light into any corner of your home
or office with this unique Sandstone Candle, compliments of Mother
Nature. Small votive candle with glass holder included.
#4973 (Approx. 7” High) $32
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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AS
 OCORRO FIESTA REVERSIBLE JACKET

Two classic Jackets in one! The reversible cuff-link style button and
stand up collar of this timeless style add sophistication that can be
dressed up or down. The slight curves and length of this jacket provide
an always flattering and comfortable fit. Travel friendly, the Socorro
Fiesta Jacket doesn't wrinkle and provides two outfits in one as it can
be reversed for a completely different look. Proudly made in America!
(36% Rayon, 33% Polyester, 31% Polypropylene) (Dry Clean ONLY)
#8430 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $129

A

B

$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING
All Purchases of
$129 or More

B SOUTHWEST MADONNA

Adorned in the colors and designs of the Indian Southwest,
this graceful and stately ceramic Madonna is entirely Navajocrafted and hand-painted.
#4589 (8.5” Tall) $45

C SPINEY OYSTER LADIES WATCH

These elegant Ladies Southwest Inlay Watches features Red
Spiney Oyster, Turquoise, and Jet stones delicately cut and
intricately inlaid in Sterling Silver settings. Each Watch features a
high-quality watch face with Quartz Movement.

#4295 $149

D PEACH GEOMETRIC
DESIGN SOCKS

Just peachy, and a touch
of turquoise and gold, too.
Double insulated for warmth
and comfort.
#8578 Fits Sizes 9-11 $13

D

16 800-504-2723

C

Truly a masterpiece in
Traditional Native artistry.
A

B

#8 SPIDER TURQUOISE
Unique Blue and Green shades with distinctive Brown Spider Web Matrix.
These jewels were discovered in 1925 and mined in Nevada until 1976,
when the mine was closed. This selection is from extremely
rare stone from what remains — a true collectors' piece —
because no more is expected to surface
once this reserve is gone.

A L arge Cuff Bracelet
#3334 $1,495

C
D

B P
 ectoral Styled Cross Pendant
#12156 $199
C Blunt Arrowhead Earrings
#11175 $82
D Pendant
#12165 $172

Did You Know?

• The average per capita income on the Navajo Reservation is $6,217
• 56% of Navajos on the Reservation live below the Poverty Level.
• 43% of labor force on the Reservation is unemployed.
• At SWIF, all your purchases help the poorest of the poor

$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING
All Purchases of
$129 or More

SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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SHOP NOW

A

800-504-2723
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
A ALMA SHIRT

 et ready to turn heads in this gorgeous geometric
G
print! Classic button-up design with front placket and
turned collar. Made from a soft yet durable Rayon/
Lycra blend — this will be your new favorite shirt.
Wonderfully versatile — dress it up with slacks or dress
it down with leggings or jeans. (95% Rayon/5% Lycra)
#8333 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $62

B WOLF SOCKS

Men and Women's socks that are
fun to wear! Follow the trail with these
comfy socks in neutral tones.
#8576 Fits Sizes 9-11 $16

$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING
All Purchases of
$129 or More

B

MERCURY RING AND BRACELET

The Mercury dime is a depiction of a young Liberty and is one
of the most collected coins produced through the first half of
the twentieth century. Inspired by Native American coin jewelry,
these fine pieces are Sterling silver and feature exquisite casing
around the coin.
C #
 3314 Mercury Bracelet (One Size) $79

D #5707 Mercury Ring (Sizes 6 – 9) $59

C

18 800-504-2723

D

A

B

FREE
SHIPPING

All Purchases of
$105 or More

C

D

NAVAJO PEARLS

Handsome Sterling silver beads, hand polished
and perfected by Southwest craftsmen. Stylish
and elegant, but works well with any outfit.

A B
 racelet
#12166 $279
B N
 ecklace
#12167 $162
C D
 angle Earrings
#12184 $46

D R
 ED AND GOLD WOVEN
JACQUARD KIMONO

 et ready to turn heads in this gorgeous
G
geometric print! Classic button-up design with
front placket and turned collar. Made from a soft
yet durable Rayon/Lycra blend — this will be your
new favorite shirt. Wonderfully versatile — dress it
up with slacks or dress it down with leggings or
jeans. (95% Rayon/5% Lycra)
#8433 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $89

SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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A

A AMERICAS WILD HORSES:
THE HISTORY OF THE WESTERN MUSTANG

There is no creature that quite embodies the beauty and
grandeur of the American West like the wild horse. For
thousands of years, the horse has roamed the plains and
valleys of the American continent, free of the encumbrances
of man or the saddle. In Americas Wild Horses, awardwinning photographer and lifelong horse lover Steven Price
celebrates the timeless magnificence of the American mustang.
Meticulously researched, Price offers a cultural history of the
American wild horse that is unparalleled in its exquisite detail
and poignant prose. Featuring dozens of stunning photographs
by the author, and interspersed with firsthand interviews with
some of the most renowned horse experts today, Americas Wild
Horses is a required read for all equine lovers.
#6954 (Hardcover, 134 pp.) $20

B

B AUTUMN THREE-PIECE SET

Our always-in-style set of earth tone golds
and deep reds merge on a “canvas” of basic
black in this classy, 3-piece ensemble featuring
a Fringed Shawl, 100% Cotton Tee with 3/4
sleeves and covered button accents, and a
flowing A-line Skirt with elastic back waist.
Shawl & Skirt: 100% Crinkle Rayon)
#8205 S (6-8), M (10-12), L (12-14),
XL (14-16), 1X (18-20), 2X (22-24), 3X (24-26) $139

C EARTH TONE SOCKS

Geometric patterns and stripes
of earthy gold, burgundy and teal
are attractive as well as comfy
as can be. Double insulated.
Fits Sizes 9-11.

#8577 $16

FREE
SHIPPING

All Purchases of
$105 or More

20 800-504-2723

C

RAINBOW YEI SET

A

B

C

D

RAINBOW YEI

A rainbow of Purple, Orange, and Red Spiny
Oyster and Blue and Green Turquoise give
this set a natural beauty you're sure to love.

A Earrings
#11183
B L ink Bracelet
#3333
C Arrowhead Pendant
#12163
Set of 3, Earrings, Link Bracelet
and Arrowhead Pendant

#9050 $632

E

D C
 ross Pendant
#12164 $199
E PIPER POCKET TANGERINE TUNIC

A refreshing burst of tangerine adds both color and spunk
to your spring wardrobe! This washed cotton tunic with
crochet trim and eyelet-inspired hem is a classic beauty. The
scooped neckline with notched-V detailing gives the tunic a
trendy look, while the hidden piper pockets lend one more
design detail that adds function to fashion. (100% Cotton)
#8328 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $67
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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A RANCHO DE TAOS REVERSIBLE JACKET

Two classic Jackets in one! The reversible cuff-link
style button and stand up collar of this timeless style
add sophistication that can be dressed up or down.
The slight curves and length of this jacket provide an
always flattering and comfortable fit. Travel friendly,
the Ranchos de Taos Jacket doesn't wrinkle and
provides two outfits in one as it can be reversed for a
completely different look. Proudly made in America!
(36% Rayon, 33% Polyester, 31% Polypropylene)
#8372 (S, M, L, XL,1X, 2X, 3X) $129

A

B

BE
 AGLE FEATHER EARRINGS

Lonny and Michelle Cloud Cherokee and Sioux respectively,
are the creators of these beautiful hand-carved and handpainted Eagle Feather Earrings.
#1200 (2" Long Pierced Only) $52

C WHITE MARBLE SHEEP

Hand-carved with turquoise eyes.
#5216 $39 

DB
 LACK MARBLE SHEEP

Hand-carved with turquoise eyes.

#5215 $39

C

$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING
All Purchases of
$129 or More

22 800-504-2723

D

A SMILING GRANDMOTHER KACHINA

The Grandmother Kachina, also known as Mother Earth, is the mother of all
kachinas. Her doll is often given to the very young as a first gift. Her colorful
personality allows her the opportunity to offer food to the children and then
pour water over their heads as a blessing for a happy life.
Hand-carved from aspen and fixed on a cedar pedestal, this spectacular
Kachina is hand-painted down to the smallest detail and adorned with
rabbit fur and deerskin. Authentic Navajo-crafted, complete
with artisans signature.

A

#8396 $109

B THREE CONCHO TURQUOISE BRACELET
One-of-a-kind double strand three concho
bracelet with Turquoise with Coral rondelles.
Sterling Silver beads and clasp.
A marvelous statement piece.

B

#3322 $118

FREE
SHIPPING

All Purchases of
$105 or More

C

C CRIMSON COWL NECK TUNIC

Crimson Cowl Neck Tunic – Crimson and Black
are the dynamic duo of this Rayon Lira Knit, topped
by an elegant cowl neck. Double-edged crossover
hem and 3⁄4 sleeve ends, accented with contrast
stitching. Wonderfully versatile — dress it up with
slacks or dress it down with leggings or jeans.
#8295 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $67

D  CRAZY CAT SOCKS

Wild and crazy felines on the
loose! Cotton/Nylon blend.
Machine washable.
#8523 (Fits sizes 8-11) $13

D

SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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A BLUE NUGGET BRACELET

Add style to any outfit! Wide stretch Blue
Nugget bracelet is adorned with hundreds
of turquoise nuggets in beautiful blue/green
shades. A true statement piece.

A

#3321 $56

B FEATHER &TURQUOISE EARRINGS

Navajo style silver hand stamped silver feather
and turquoise nugget dangle earrings. These
go perfectly our Blue Nugget Bracelet or with
any casual outfit.

#11158 $64

C TEAL THREE-PIECE SET

This elegant ensemble is hand-batiked in tones
of teal with a touch of gold. Unconstructed,
fringed sarong-jacket tops solid teal, long
sleeve, scoop neck top. Easy elastic waist skirt
with kick pleat; about 36" long. Hand-washable
100% rayon; batik pattern and color may vary
slightly. Please Note: Belt is not included.
#4085 S (6-8), M (10-12), L (12-14),
XL (14-16), 1X (18-20),
2X (22-24), 3X (24-26) $129

C
B

D LADIES' EBONY & TURQUOISE MOCCASINS
Crafted one pair at a time by the Huron Indians in
Quebec, Canada these cozy, comfortable Ladies
Moccasins feature rich ebony-dyed Leather
accented with bold, turquoise-colored beads!
#7146 (Specify Size: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10) $79

24 800-504-2723

A WOVEN JACQUARD KIMONO

Bring a bohemian feel to any outfit with our colorful
flowy chambray woven jacquard kimono with fine
embroidery detail.
#8435 (S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXL) $89

A

B ZUNI BEAR PENDANT

Lovely Zia bear made of mother of
pearl, black marble, turquoise and
coral. A stunning authentic fetish.

#5223 $42

FREE
SHIPPING

All Purchases of
$105 or More

B

SHOP NOW

C

800-504-2723
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM

C MIGHTY COLORADO RIVER BOOK

Here is your chance to take a trip down one of the worlds
great rivers from its first trickle to its broad delta. Remarkable
photographs show the West’s natural wonders, tracing the
Colorado River and its major tributary, the Green River, from
beginning to end. The rivers flow through many habitats from
treeless tundra to coastal desert, encompassing millions of years
of geological history. On their way to the sea, the Colorado
and the Green bend through more than a dozen national parks,
monuments, wildlife refuges, and recreation areas, and nourish
wildlife from majestic moose to fifty-pound trout to tiny lizards.
Enjoy descriptions of river communities and some of the best
fishing holes and recreation areas along the way, as well as facts
about glaciers, dinosaurs, miners, and mountain men. Ride along
(staying dry all the way) through the vast Colorado River Basin,
which covers more land area than Spain and Portugal combined,
and of course through the unforgettable colors and vistas of the
grandest canyon on earth.
#6953 (Softcover, 100 pp. Large Format) $20
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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A

A TURQUOISE & CROSS NECKLACE

Dazzling Turquoise and Spiny Oyster Ball
Cross Necklace. Lovely and elegant Ball
turquoise and chuck pieces beautifully set
and arranged in sterling silver.

#12148 $129

B HAMMERED TIN WALL CROSS

Grace any room in your home with this
12” wall cross. Hand designed in a unique
old-world pattern with stylized flower
decoration. 9” x 12”.

#8571 $48

C BLACK WOVEN OFF SHOULDER
TUNIC

Super stylish black woven jacquard
3/4 sleeve off-shoulder tunic with swirls
of bold and colorful floral embroidery
decoration. 9” x 12”.
#8434 (S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL) $89

B

C

D

D GOOFY OWL FETISH

He is a Wise Guy! This handsome
owl is exquisitely hand carved
from antler.

#5205 $42
26 800-504-2723

A

B

LIQUID SILVER
JEWELRY SET

Liquid sterling silver strands, as delicate
as if lifted from a spider’s web, have been
hand-strung to form these one-of-a-kind
exquisite pieces.

A LIQUID SILVER NECKLACE

Liquid light! Hand-strung Sterling flow in
a shimmering cataract of Liquid Silver.
#372 30” Length $199

B LIQUID SILVER BRACELET

Twenty strands of hand-strung Liquid
Sterling Silver create this arresting wristwrap Bracelet.
#349 7” Long $49

C LIQUID SILVER EARRINGS

C

Ten liquid Sterling Silver strands, as
delicate as if lifted from a spider’s web,
have been hand-strung to form these
flowing Dangle Earrings.
#254 2” Long $45

SHOP NOW
800-504-2723
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM

D

D BASKETWEAVE REVERSIBLE SWEATER

Two classic zip-up Sweaters in one! Comfortable
and sophisticated, this contemporary zip-up sweater
provides a flattering look that can be dressed up or
down. Providing two outfits in one, it can be reversed
for a completely different look, making a great travel
piece. Proudly made in America! (100% Cotton, Line
Dry)
#8431 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $124
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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A

A CINNABAR 3-PIECE PANT SET

Exotic pattern, beautiful color. “Drapery” jacket has a refined fit,
lapel gracefully cascades all down the front. Solid scoop neck tee;
tapered leg pant with trapunto (quilted) waist in front, elastic in
back. Pattern placement may vary. Hand-washable crinkle rayon.
#4076 S (6-8), M (10-12), L (12-14), XL (14-16),
1X (18-20), 2X (22-24) 3X (24-26) $129

B SUEDE INDIAN BOOTIES

These irresistible Indian Booties are crafted from genuine
Suede Leather by members of the Huron Indians in Quebec,
Canada. Available in Infant Sizes only.
#7199 (Specify Infant Size) $45

C SOUTHWESTERN DRY SKIN THERAPY

Instant relief. A timeless formula of beeswax, vitamin E and
oils of Almond, olive, and grape seed infused with sap
from our native Pinon salve. Experience Dry Skin Therapy —
an absolute must for dry skin.
#4006 2 oz. $18

B

C

FREE
SHIPPING

All Purchases of
$105 or More
D

DC
 AT JAMBOREE BLANKET

A multitude of different cat breeds
are represented in this animated Cat
Jamboree Blanket! Blanket is made of
100% Cotton, ensuring vibrant colors
and a rich, comfortable feel. Proudly
woven in America using advanced
Jacquard weaving techniques,
producing a depth and texture not
found in traditional home decor.
#2913 (54" Wide x 70" Long) $75

28 800-504-2723

SPIDER WEB OPAL
Unique handcrafted opal with
distinctive beauty in each piece fully
captures the Native American essence.
The array of soothing hues of greens
and blues and unique patterning are
artistically framed in Sterling silver.

A

A L
 ONG PYRAMID DANGLE
EARRINGS
#11177 $108
B L
 ONG PYRAMID PENDANT
#12158 $72
Above Dangle Earrings and
Pendant Set: #9052 $176

 ONG INLAY PENDANT
C L
#12159 $99
D L
 ONG ARROW DANGLE
EARRINGS
#11179 $99
B

C

D

FREE
SHIPPING

E

All Purchases of
$105 or More
E BLACK ELKS VISION A LAKOTA STORY

Black Elks Vision provides a unique perspective on American
history. Black Elk was a Lakota-Oglala medicine man who lived
from 1863 until 1950. The cousin of Crazy Horse, Black Elk was
involved in the battles of the Little Bighorn and Wounded Knee.
He also traveled to New York and Europe as part of Buffalo Bill’s
Wild West show. Most important, however, was the vision he had
as a young boy, which shaped his life. Through the medicine
man’s own words, as well as historical documentation, author
S. D. Nelson brings to life what it was like to be Native American
in the mid to late 19th century and early 20th century. The
native people found their land overrun by the Wha-shi-choos or
White Man, the buffalo slaughtered for sport, and their people
gathered onto reservations. Interspersing archival images with
his own artwork, Nelson conveys how Black Elk clung to his
childhood vision, which planted the seeds to help his people
and all people understand their place in the Circle of Life.
#6946 (Hardcover, 48 pages) $22
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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A T
 URQUOISE & SHELL
EYEGLASS CHAIN

Strung with stylish turquoise
stones and brown shell
beads, you will express
your creativity with this fine
eyeglass chain.

B

#12138 $56

$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING
All Purchases of
$129 or More

C
B ROUGH CROSS EARRINGS

These Rough Cross Earrings are
stylish and simply gorgeous. Each
cross is hand designed with a
unique pressed pattern dangling
below a bright turquoise stone.

11157 $56

D

C H
 OPI MAIDEN ANTLER
FETISH

Incredible hand-carved antler
piece of a maiden Hopi beaded
ornamentation. Lovely accents
and fine detail.

#5210 $129

E

E WATER LILY KNEE SOCKS

D CHINA MOUNTAIN TURQUOISE WATCH

Large chunks of spider-veined China Mountain
Turquoise set in Sterling Silver. Quartz Movement.
(Expansion bands Men’s size fits 6 1/2 to 8 &
Ladies size fits 5 1/2 to 6 1/2) (Larger bands
available upon request)
#4250 (Men’s Watch) $199
#4251 (Ladies’ Watch) $155

30 800-504-2723

These incredible knee socks are
unmatched both in design and
quality! Warm and colorful and
eco-friendly: these unique socks
are knit entirely from recycled
yarn right here in America!
(Women’s Small: 6-8,
Med: 8-10, Large: 10-12)

#8554 $27

FOR THE LOVE OF

A

LAVENDER

These lovely gifts for mom evoke the fragrant fields
of lavender and relaxing afternoons at the spa.
A LAVENDER GOAT MILK SOAP

Our natural lavender oil and bud infused goat milk bar
soap leaves the skin smooth and hydrated. A sprinkle
of lavender buds helps with grip as well as gently scrub
and exfoliate for revitalized skin.

B

#4010 $11

B MAGICAL SLEEPY TIME DREAM SPRAY

Use this aromatic and naturally calming blend of
lavender oil and natural geothermal waters from the
well at our farm to spray on the bed, clothes, and body
for relaxing sleep.
#4003 (4 oz.) $12

CF
 ROLICKING DEER LAVENDER BODY BUTTER

Rich and luxurious body butter is crafted with beeswax,
aloe vera, and oils of lavender, sunflower seed, soy
bean, jojoba seed, and chamomile. Use after a bath
or shower for lasting skin hydration and the relaxing
aroma of lavender.
#4005 (8 oz.) $24

C

D
D THICK & SILKY LAVENDER CREAM

A smooth and healthy facial, hand, and body moisturizing
cream concocted from a wonderful blend of aloe vera,
vitamin E, and oils of lavender, sunflower seed, jojoba
seed, meadowfoam seed, rosemary. Great for nourishing
and hydrating dry and sensitive skin, and with its quick
absorbing nature works well under makeup foundations.
#4004 (8 oz.) $24

E PURE LAVENDER OIL

F

100% pure oil is distilled from a lavender variety that thrives
in our high desert climate of New Mexico. It offers a deep,
rich, sweet aroma perfect for relaxing baths, aroma-therapy,
perfume, cuts and burns, headaches, anxiety, and to help
one drift into a wonderfully rejuvenating sleep. Spritz your
home, closet, bathroom, car, or yourself with the aroma of
100% pure lavender oil.
#4008 (1 oz.) $19

EE
 MBROIDERED LAVENDER SACHET
E

Fragrant lavender buds with a beautifully embroidered
lavender motif for the dresser, closet, or car.

#4011 $10

LAVENDER
GIFT BAG

Share lavender with our
embroidered lavender muslin bag
and 8 oz. of Thick and Silky Cream,
a 4 oz. Magical Sleepy Dream Time
spray, a bar of Lavender Soap, and
a small sachet.

#4009 $49

SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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A WOLF LOOKOUT SHIRT

A

The full moon is on the rise, and these two
wolves have the perfect seats to watch
the show. Artist Tami Alba has beautifully
captured a brief, yet serene, moment in
time.
(100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10485 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10486 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24

B

B AMERICA’S NATIONAL PARKS ON DVD

Grand Canyon to Denali and beyond —
experience America’s National Parks, breathtakingly filmed in
High Definition! Dennis Burkhart has not only filmed every
national park during his lifetime, he is the first to film all 58 parks
in High Definition. This incredible series delivers the entirety of
America’s National Parks! 3 DVDs, over 6 hours!

#6944 $39

C ROADRUNNER IN HIGHTOPS
C

So that’s how Roadrunners move so fast — it’s the
hightop sneakers! Navajo artist, Chandler Begaye,
is the creator of this whimsical, hand-carved and
hand-painted folk art Roadrunner. Better catch him
before he disappears!
#5621 (Approx. 7" Long) $39

D

D KILLERS OF THE FLOWERS MOON

In the 1920s, the richest people per capita in the world were members of the
Osage Indian nation in Oklahoma. After oil was discovered beneath their land,
they rode in chauffeured automobiles, built mansions, and sent their children
to study in Europe. Then, one 1 by one, the Osage began to be killed off…
In Killers of the Flower Moon, (a New York Times Bestseller and National Book
Award Finalist), David Grann revisits a shocking series of crimes that eventually
became one of the first major homicide investigations of the newly formed
FBI. Based on years of research and startling new evidence, the book is a
masterpiece of narrative nonfiction, as each step in the investigation reveals
a series of sinister secrets and reversals. But more than that, it is a searing
indictment of the callousness and prejudice toward American Indians that
allowed the murderers to operate with impunity for so long. Killers of the Flower
Moon is utterly compelling, but also emotionally devastating.
#6965 (Hardcover, 352 pages, photos) $29

32 800-504-2723

A WOVEN JACQUARD V-NECK TUNIC

SHOP NOW

A Woven jacquard v-neck tunic with dramatic harvestcolored printed sleeves, enhanced embroidery,
tassel-accent ties at neck and twisted knotted fringe.
#8432 (S, M, L, XL, XXL, and XXL) $89

800-504-2723
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM

B HORSE, FOLLOW CLOSELY:
NATIVE AMERICAN HORSEMANSHIP

Horse and rider are one. Theirs is a relationship of trust,
harmony, and respect born of a way of life that is all but lost.
One man puts it within our grasp again. In this magnificent
book, GaWaNi Pony Boy illustrates the traditional training
methods — methods that are steeped in common sense
and the age-old wisdom of his ancestors, America’s first
great horsemen. The stunning full-color photographs by
renowned European photographer Gabrielle Boiselle
and the simple eloquence of the text takes us back to
the days when horse training was not merely about
getting results but about creating a bond for life.
An inspiration for riders and a feast for horse
and Native American culture enthusiasts, Horse,
Follow Closely: Native American Horsemanship
forges a relationship with readers that few
books can ever hope to achieve.
#5287 (Softcover, 136 pp.,
80 color photos) $29

$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING
All Purchases of
$129 or More

D 4-DIRECTION TURTLE EARRINGS

These charming Bone Feather Turtle Earrings feature the 4
sacred directions on the Turtles back. Lonny and Michelle
Cloud (Cherokee and Sioux respectively), are the creators of
these beautiful hand-carved and hand-painted Bone Feather
Earrings. (Pierced Only) (2" Long)

#11077 $49

SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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LAVENDER TEAS

Sit down and have a cup of tea (actually
the volume is about
one cup of leaves which is good for many
pots!). These soothing,
aromatic, and therapeutic brews will have
you looking for more.
The sweet, floral fragrance of Lavender
invokes relaxation.

EARL GREY LAVENDER TEA

Lavender combined with the classic
blend of Earl Grey black tea is sure to
become a favorite.

#4012 $13

CHAMOMILE LAVENDER TEA

The heavenly scent of this tea will soothe
and calm your mind, body and spirit.

#4013 $13

SET OF 2
EARL GREY & CHAMOMILE
LAVENDER TEAS
#4015 $24

FREE
SHIPPING

All Purchases of
$105 or More

A MEDICINE WHEEL WALL HANGING
A

Originating with the Plains Indians, the Medicine Wheel has
always been a symbol of peace and tranquility, a device to
ward off evil spirits. Incorporating a peace pipe, a dream
catcher, and the symbol for the four sacred directions, the
Medicine Wheel is good medicine. (Approx. 20" Long)

#7088 $119

B BUTTERFLY FLORAL SOCKS

Pretty in shades of pink and lavender,
walk in beauty with these lovely
Springtime floral butterfly socks.
#8536 Fits Sizes 9-11 $13

34 800-504-2723

B

FOR THE
CAT LOVER

C

A MISTERIO GAZE SHIRT

Artist Dean Russo is famous for his bold,
abstract portraits of cats and dogs, and
his commitment to animal rescue and pet
adoption. Show your support with this Misterio
Gaze Shirt!
(100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10406 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10407 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24

B

B ABYSSINIAN CAT SHIRT

Artist Dean Russo is famous for his bold,
abstract portraits of cats and dogs, and his
commitment to animal rescue and pet adoption.
Show your support with this Abyssinian Cat
Shirt! (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10390 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10391 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24
#10424 Hoodie $48

C THREE CAT SOCKS

These felines are just about the
cutest thing you’ve ever seen,
and eager to get there picture
taken. (100% Cotton)
(M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#8514 (Fits sizes 8-11) $13

C

SHOP NOW
800-504-2723
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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AW
 OLF COUPLE SUNSET SHIRT

Two beautiful wolves at sunset adorn this Wolf
Couple T-Shirt. Custom-dyed and made of soft,
100% Organic Cotton. (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10453 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10454 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24

A

B LUNAR WOLF SHIRT

Magical portrait features an amazingly lifelike
print of a wolf with the moon covered in clouds in
the background.
(100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10337 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10338 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24
#10422 Hoodie $48

B

FREE
SHIPPING

All Purchases of
$105 or More

CT
 EN HIDDEN WOLVES SHIRT

This mystical wolf apparel will cause people to
do double-takes as they find the hidden wolf
images within the design. Can you locate all
Ten Hidden Wolves on this Shirt? An intriguing
puzzle as well as a spectacular work of art by
the artist Steven Michael Gardner.
(100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10248 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10249 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24
#10379 Hoodie $48

36 800-504-2723

C

A YIN YANG WOLVES SHIRT

Get in touch with the furry side of your Yin and
Yang and attain a howling sense of wholeness!
Hand-dyed with eco-friendly organic inks.
(100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10325 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10326 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24

A

B ZUNI BEAR WITH FISH & CUB

Mother and cub stick together!
Hand-carved from fish rock and green
serpentine with turquoise.

#5214 $89

B

NATIVE FRIENDSHIP
BRACELETS

C

D

NATIVE FRIENDSHIP BRACELETS

Hand-woven Bracelets were designed and
crafted right here at the Southwest Indian Foundation
by our Native American staff. We started this program
as a sign of friendship between our people and our
supporters. Each Friendship Bracelet comes with a
Sterling Silver feather clasp as a symbol of protection.

E

C #4000 Native Rope Bracelet $22
D #4001 Classic Diné Bracelet $22
E #4002 Navajo Arrow Bracelet $22
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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A HUMMINGBIRD GINGER JAR

A

Just in time for Spring! From Navajo artist Paul Lansing, a
richly detailed hummingbird sipping nectar from a flower
with intricate geometric patterns on back.
#5633 (6” x 4.5”) $149

B HUMMINGBIRD SOCKS

Beautiful hummingbird socks feature different varieties
of resting or fluttering hummingbirds on a light lavender
background. Cotton/nylon blend and machine washable.
#8528 (Sizes 9–11) $13

B

FREE
SHIPPING

All Purchases of
$105 or More

E
D
F
C HUMMINGBIRD FETISH

Contemplative handsome hummer taking
a brief rest. Carved from green serpentine
with piercing turquoise eyes.

#5207 $49

C
TONY HILLERMAN MYSTERIES ON DVD

Originally presented on the PBS MYSTERY! series, now you
can own these thrillers on DVD. Navajo sleuths Joe Leaphorn,
played by Wes Studi and Jim Chee, played by Adam Beach
team up to solve three different murder mysteries based on
the best-selling novels of Tony Hillerman.

D A THIEF OF TIME An archaeologist turned pottery poacher
thinks she has cracked the secret of the vanished Anasazi
culture, when she herself vanishes. #6927 (90 min.) $29

E SKINWALKERS Leaphorn and Chee investigate the

SHOP NOW
800-504-2723
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
38 800-504-2723

murder of a medicine man who has left a partially completed
pictograph at the crime scene. #6925 (97 min.) $29

F COYOTE WAITS Leaphorn and Chee are summoned to

the scene of a cop killing, where a drunken Navajo shaman is
holding the murder weapon. #6926 (107 min.) $29

#6928 All Three Tony Hillerman DVD Mysteries $79

GET YOUR KICKS
ADD THESE
NEW MEXICO &
ARIZONA KICKS ON
ROUTE 66 BOOKS
TO YOUR SUMMER
READING LIST.

NEW MEXICO KICKS ON ROUTE 66

Route 66, affectionately called The Mother Road, opened
in 1926 and was decommissioned in 1984, and played a
prominent role in the transformation of the Nation. Now an
international legend through popular culture and the arts, Route
66 has become the road trip of a lifetime. New Mexico Kicks on
Route 66 takes you on a tour through all the fascinating places
along the New Mexico stretch, steeped in the rich and diverse
history of the Land of Enchantment. Author Martin Link guides
you through time across the land populated by mammoth
hunters, Pueblo farmers, traders, Spanish conquistadors, army
cavalrymen, caravans of settlers, railroaders, and the scientists
who created the atom bomb. Through Larry Lindahl's amazing
images, you'll encounter museums full of classic cars, the InterTribal Indian Ceremonial, a hot air balloon fiesta, and all the glitz
and glamour of the Route 66 era in hotels, diners, and more.
From the indigenous people who first developed the area, to
the folks who envisioned and created Americas Highway, and to
all the colorful personalities in between and since, this is a New
Mexico historical guidebook like no other!
#6951 (Softcover, 96 pages) $13

 RIZONA KICKS ON ROUTE 66
A
Arizona is home to the longest intact portion of Route 66,
stretching 158 miles from west of Ash Fork to the California
border. In words and pictures, Roger Naylor and Larry
Lindahl explore the history and nostalgia surrounding the
Mother Road, and the great swaths of Arizona that it passes
through. They describe a wealth of spectacular and easy
side trips that surround the highway. The first thing that you
notice is the photography. The collection of images alone
is worth the price of the book. But don't skip the words.
Naylor weaves a tapestry of descriptions and personal
stories that is both engaging and humorous. Where else
would you read a sidebar on the badlands of the Painted
Desert and find the scene defined as filled with mad,
startling swirls of color, like Van Gogh emptying his pockets
at the police station. Arizona, the birthplace of Route 66, is
where you can still get your kicks.
#6952 (Softcover, 96 pages) $13

SET OF BOTH NEW MEXICO & ARIZONA
KICKS ON ROUTE 66 BOOKS
#9619 (Set of 2) $24

SWIF

EXCLUSIVE
CLASSIC ROUTE 66 MUG
Capture a piece of history with this Classic Route 66 Mug! Each
diner-style mug is made the old-fashioned way, hand-thrown and
hand-shaped on a potters wheel by one of the most successful
family-operated businesses in America. This exclusive mug is
available only from the Southwest Indian Foundation!
#8462 (Each) $26
#9631 (Set of 2) $48
#9632 (Set of 4) $94

SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING

A

All Purchases of
$129 or More

B

A CAT STORYTELLER BY CAROL LUCERO

Influenced by memories of her Grandparents imparting
ancient wisdom in the tradition of Native Storytelling, Carol
is best known as a specialist in making traditional Jemez
Storytellers. Extremely fine sculpting and painting make
this a wonderful collector's piece.
#5632 (6" x 4") $329B 

B A HANDBOOK OF NATIVE AMERICAN HERBS

This authoritative guide — based on the author’s classic
reference work, Indian Herbalogy of North America — is a
portable illustrated companion for the professional and
amateur herbalist alike. It provides detailed descriptions
of 125 of the most useful medicinal plants commonly
found in North America, along with directions for a range
of uses, remedies for common ailments, and notes on the
herbal traditions of other lands.
#5354 (Softcover, 256 pages) $19

C

C EARTH TONE LAYERED TOP & BATIK SKIRT SET

A trio of delicate greens conspires to create this soft, 100% Cotton Knit
Top. Layered rounded boat neck adds just the right fashion flair! The
Skirt is a Gorgeous Cotton Crinkle Skirt is arrayed in the colors o th earth
with a subtle, hand Batik print. Hand-trimmed with a touch of lace mesh.
Elastic waist for perfect fit.
#9862 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $83

EARTH TONE LAYERED TOP
#8085 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $39
EARTH TONE BATIK SKIRT
#8086 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $49
40 800-504-2723

HEAL,
REJUVENATE
& RELAX
WITH ALL-NATURAL

CREATIONS FROM THE
HEART OF THE SOUTHWEST.
A

B

A LAVENDER & LEMONGRASS GOAT MILK SOAP

All natural lavender and lemongrass infused goat milk bar soap leaves the
skin smooth and hydrated. Gently scrub and exfoliate for revitalized skin

#4017 $11

B ESSENTIAL OILS BATH SALTS GIFT PACK

Our Bath Salt Apothecary Set from the lavender fields of New Mexico allows
you to mix and match essential oil infused sea salt for a therapeutic soak.
Choose from lavender, lemon, peppermint or eucalyptus and customize the
curative and calming properties of these natural oils to your desire. Try a few
tablespoons of a relaxing lavender-lemon blend, or maybe lemon-peppermint
for a reinvigorating bath. Eucalyptus and peppermint are both wonderful for
decongestion and both have anti-inflammatory benefits. Each bottle is lovingly
sealed with a wax stamp and carefully packed in a gift box.
#4016 (Set of 4 / 2 oz. Bottles) $39

SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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A

A PATRIOTIC KITTEN SHIRT

A sweet and gentle soul wrapped up in the Stars
and Stripes. Hand-dyed with eco-friendly organic
inks. Comfortable, pre-shrunk & ready to wear.
(100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10435 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10436 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24

B CAT’S CRADLE SHIRT

Folks are sure to do a double take when they see
you wearing this incredibly realistic Cat’s Cradle
Shirt! (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10211 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10212 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24
#10213 Children's Short Sleeve (S, M, L, XL) $18

B

C
C EMERGENCE SHIRT

Emerging from the catamount shadows is
the primal and elegant puma. Declare your
admiration for all things bold and strong
with a wildlife T-Shirt that perfectly captures
the grace and power of this magnificent
creature. Design by artist Collin Bogle.
(100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10465 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10466 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24

FREE
SHIPPING

All Purchases of
$105 or More

42 800-504-2723

A

A

C

D

Sister Sky

Inspired by Native American
Herbal Wisdom, Sister Sky
products are high-quality
Bath & Body Products proudly
produced by American Indians
on the Spokane Reservation in
the state of Washington. (12
Fluid Ounce Bottles) Sweet
Grass: Long believed by Native
Americans to dispel negative
energy and elicit strength,
Sweet Grass delivers a clean
fresh fragrance with green
herbal notes.

A SWEET GRASS SHAMPOO
#7092 (12 Oz.) $12

E

B SWEET GRASS CONDITIONER
#7093 (12 Oz.) $12
C SWEET GRASS BODY WASH
#7094 (12 Oz.) $12
D SWEET GRASS BODY LOTION
#7095 (12 Oz.) $12
E SWEET GRASS COMPLETE SET

Shampoo, Conditioner, Body Wash and Body Lotion
#9964 (12 Oz. Each) $45

SHOP NOW
F

800-504-2723
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM

F SUNLIT SOULMATES SHIRT

Artist Collin Bogle's ability to capture beauty
is astounding. This enlightened wolf pair has
so much detail, you will notice something new
every time you look at it. The Sunlit Soulmates
Kids T-Shirt is a must-have for all wolf t-shirt
collectors!(100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10459 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10460 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24

$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING
All Purchases of
$129 or More
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A DENIM SWIRL VEST

Casually elegant blue denim vest with blue swirl
embroidery on front with contrasting blue corduroy
on the sides. Six decorative buttons and two front
pockets. The perfect complement to any outfit!
#8388 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $99

A

SPIDER WEB OPAL

The array of soothing hues of greens and
blues and unique patterning are artistically
framed in Sterling silver. More of this collection
on page 29.

B KOKOPELLI PENDANT
#12168 $99
C OVAL EARRINGS
#11185 $89

B

C

FREE
SHIPPING

All Purchases of
$105 or More
D

D RED CLOUD A LAKOTA STORY OF WAR
AND SURRENDER

S.D. Nelson, the award-winning author and illustrator of Black
Elks Vision and Sitting Bull continues his picture-book biography
series with Red Cloud, the story of one of the most controversial
leaders in Native American history. A leader among the Lakota
during the 1860s, Chief Red Cloud deeply opposed white
expansion into Native American territory. He rejected treaties
from the U.S. government and instead united the warriors of
the Lakota and nearby indigenous peoples, becoming the only
Native American to win a war against the U.S. Army. Despite
his military successes, Red Cloud recognized that continued
conflict would only bring destruction to his people. He made
the controversial decision to make an agreement with the U.S.
government, and moved his people to a reservation. The effects
of his decision as well as the conflicts that arose from those who
rejected the agreement and continued fighting against white
expansion, such as Crazy Horse and Sitting Bull shaped much
of the history of Native American relations with the U.S. in years
to come. Featuring archival images and S. D. Nelsons stunning
illustrations, Red Cloud offers an authentic Native American
perspective on one of the most pivotal eras of American history.
S. D. Nelson has received praise and honor for his works.
#6947 (Hardcover, 56 pages) $22

44 800-504-2723

NATIVE ARROW COLLECTION
OUR NEWEST IN BOHO CHIC STYLE

B

A

C

D

E

F

NATIVE ARROW COLLECTION

Showcase your bohemian style with our new
stunning Native Arrow Collection. The beautiful
patina finish on Sterling silver accentuates the ornate
detail of the hand-stamped Native arrow designs,
and contrasts with natural polished turquoise stone.

A C
 uff Bracelet with Turquoise
#12157 $135
B Cuff Dangle Earrings
#11187 $72
C T
 hin Cuff Bracelet with Turquoise
#3336 $89
D Pendant with Turquoise
#12169 $32
E Dangle Earrings with Turquoise
#11188 $46
F CHELSEA TURQUOISE TOP

 et ready to turn heads in this gorgeous geometric
G
print! Classic button-up design with front placket and
turned collar. Made from a soft yet durable Rayon/
Lycra blend — this will be your new favorite shirt.
Wonderfully versatile — dress it up with slacks or dress
it down with leggings or jeans. (95% Rayon/5% Lycra)
#8327 (S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL) $67
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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A

SHOP NOW
800-504-2723
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
A EAGLE FREEDOM SHIRT

Show your Eagle pride! 100% cotton Eagle
Freedom shirt is a sure favorite of patriotic
Americans! (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10473 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10474 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24

B

B INDEPENDENCE EAGLE SHIRT
These comfortable cotton T-Shirts
are bursting with patriotism! Each
high-quality T-Shirt is custom-dyed
and made of soft, 100% Cotton.
(M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10398 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10399 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24
#10427 Hoodie $48

C

C GUARDIAN EAGLE SHIRT

100% cotton Guardian Eagle pseudo 3D shirt
is for eagle lovers and their friends!
(100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10477 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10478 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24

FREE
SHIPPING

All Purchases of
$105 or More
46 800-504-2723

A GRIZZLY GROWL SHIRT

Dazzle your friends with the stylish Grizzly Growl shirt.
So realistic, you’ll find folks taking a step back!
(100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10225 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10226 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24
#10227 Children's Short Sleeve (S, M, L, XL) $18

A

$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING
All Purchases of
$129 or More

B

B GREAT RANCHES OF TODAY'S WILD WEST

In this beautiful coffee-table sized edition, veteran travel
writer Mark Bedor takes the reader on a journey through
twenty of the great ranches of todays Wild West. With
over 200 stunning full-color photographs, reading Great
Ranches of Todays Wild West is almost as good as being
there! Take a horseback ride through the snowy woods
at Vista Verde Ranch in Steamboat Springs, Colorado, or
follow in the footsteps of Butch Cassidy on the Outlaw
Trail at Utahs Tavaputs Ranchno matter where you set your
spurs, this incredible book will open new vistas of beauty
and adventure! (Hardcover, 176 pages)
#6962 (Hardcover, 176 pages) $30

C BEAR CHECK SOCKS

Warm and comfortable and double insulated with a
bold red and black check and walking bear design.
#8580 (Sizes 9–11) $16

C

D HURON CRAFTED MOCCASINS

For generations, the Huron Indians of Quebec, Canada have been
handcrafting their traditional footwear - fine Moosehide Moccasins. These
genuine Leather Moccasins are hand-laced and (in the case of the Ladies and
Children's) hand-beaded, and feature a cushioned sole. Nothing can beat
the comfort of real Leather Moccasins! (Note please allow 2 to 3 weeks for
delivery.)
#7268 (Mens Moccasins, Specify Size 8, 9, 10, 11 or 12) $109
#7267 (Ladies Beaded Moccasins, (Specify Size 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10) $109

D
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A ELEVEN HIDDEN OWLS SHIRT

Can you find all 11 Hidden Owls on this Shirt?
A challenging puzzle as well as a captivating
work of art! (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10301 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10302 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24
#10303 Children's Short Sleeve (S, M, L, XL) $18

A

B

B SNOWY OWLS SHIRT

Designed by artist Jeff Tift, this pair of wise
owls is celebrating the power of the moon.
(100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10463 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10464 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24

C

C NATIVE OWL KACHINA

The Owl Kachina is a symbol of wisdom
and intelligence and is an excellent
hunter. He is also beneficial to crops
because of his destruction of harmful
rodents. Hand-carved from aspen
and fixed on a cedar pedestal, this
spectacular Kachina is hand-painted
down to the smallest detail and adorned
with rabbit fur and deerskin. Authentic
Navajo-crafted, complete with artisans
signature and Navajo census number.
(Approx. 12" Tall)

#8401 $89
48 800-504-2723

A NAVAJO SOUL ZIP TOP TOTE

A

Created in rich desert tones and finished in a hand
rubbed turquoise patina, this tote will inspire the
wandering soul. Multi-colored spots and cut-outs
revealing layers of leather enhance the vintage design and
create dimension. Two pockets on the back are both large
enough to accommodate large cell phones. A matching
wallet is available to complete the look. Each handbag
features cotton lining, an interior zip pocket, interior
accessory pouches, and also includes a protective storage
bag. 100% genuine full grain leather. 13" x 10.5" x 4.5" with
12.5" shoulder strap drop.

#7573 $228

B NAVAJO SOUL WALLET

Matching tri-fold wallet has spring snap closure, back zipper
coin pocket, 13 card slots, flap for a checkbook, and
5 compartments. 7.5" x 4".

#7400 $89

C

B

CT
 HREE-PIECE BLACK & GOLD ENSEMBLE

Features a solid Chartreuse 2-way front Tank Top with side slits,
giving you the option to wear it as a square neck or round neck,
coupled with solid Black Straight Pants with a fully elasticized waistline.
To complete the ensemble is a long sleeve open Jacket
with side slits featuring a Black/Ivory border design with jewel tones
and a gold foil finish. Wrinkle free, wash ’n wear for the woman on
the go! (90% acetate, 10% spandex) Machine washable.
#8208 (XS/S:4-8, S/M:8-12, L/XL:14-18, 2X/3X: 20-24) $139

 EACOCK FEATHER EARRINGS
DP

Lonnie and Michelle Cloud are the husband and wife team that create
these amazing hand-carved and hand-painted Peacock Bone Feather
Earrings. (Pierced Only) (1 5/8" Long)
#11168 $49

$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING
D

All Purchases of
$129 or More
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A THE FOUNDERS SHIRT

Above the iconic image of Mt. Rushmore,
hover four earlier “founding fathers”: Chief
Joseph, Sitting Bull, Geronimo, and Red Cloud.
Comfortable fit, dyed with organic dyes.
(100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, XXL or XXXL)
#10190 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10191 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24

A

B

B ATLAS OF NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN

Combining clear, informative text with a wealth of maps and
illustrations, this unique and best-selling resource on the North
American Indian offers the most comprehensive coverage
available in a single volume. History, culture, languages,
and lifeways of Native American groups across the United
States, Canada, Central America, the Caribbean, and Mexico
are covered. This long-awaited revision has an appealing
new design and incorporates the many political and cultural
developments in Indian affairs and the latest archaeological
research findings on prehistoric peoples.
#5235 (Softcover, 400 pp.) $30

C

C ROAMING BEAR SOCKS

Super comfortable double insulated
with a fun bear roaming the forest in
pleasing earth tone.
#8580 (Sizes 9–11) $16

D ZIA QUAIL

Cover your Cuvee with this handsome
Picasso Marble Zia Quail.

#5221 $69

FREE
SHIPPING

All Purchases of
$105 or More
50 800-504-2723

C

A CARDINAL FEATHER EARRINGS

Lonnie and Michelle Cloud are the husband
and wife team that create these amazing
hand-carved and hand-painted Cardinal Bone
Feather Earrings. (Pierced Only) (1 5/8" Long)

A

#11123 $49

B

B Plush and stylish, these unisex robes are incredibly plush

and extra soft. Made from 100% recycled microfiber, they’re
not only the last word in comfort — they’re also 100% EarthFriendly! Available in Two Sizes: S/M or L/XL.
#8344 Chimayo Robe (Blue) $64
#8345 Sierra Robe (Red) $64

C ENCYCLOPEDIA OF NATIVE AMERICAN TRIBES

C

This is a comprehensive reference book that discusses more than
150 Indian tribes of North America, as well as prehistoric peoples
and civilizations. From Abenaki to Zuni, this incredible work is
organized alphabetically by Indian tribe or group. The informative,
accessible text summarizes the historical record — such as locations,
migrations, contacts with non-Indians, wars — and includes presentday tribal affairs. This revised edition updates
tribal histories to the end of the 20th century.
The book also covers traditional Indian lifeways,
including diet, housing, transportation, tools,
clothing, art, legends, and rituals,
as well as language families.
(250 original color illustrations,
11 color maps).
#5241 (Softcover, 312 pages,
8.5" x 11") $29

D NATIVE BLANKET SOCKS
Bright and comfortable.
Cotton/nylon blend.
#8543 (Sizes 9–11) $13

D
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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A KOKOPELLI SOCKS

A

Socks that will make you
smile! Kokopelli socks are
super comfy and fun to
wear. Cotton/Nylon blend.

B

#8535

Fits Sizes 9-11

$13

C

$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING

B FAYE CELERY SHIRT

All Purchases of
$129 or More

Faye Celery Shirt in a beautiful spring green
color. 3/4 sleeves in a loose slightly drapey style
that could be dressy or throw it on with a pair
of jeans. With charming patch pockets. Super
comfortable 100% cotton.
#8441 (S,M,L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $67

C GASPEITE LADIES WATCH

This elegant Ladies Southwest Inlay Watches
features Gaspeite, Jet, and Lab Opal stones
delicately cut and intricately inlaid in Sterling
Silver settings. Each Watch features a highquality watch face with Quartz Movement.

#4294 $149

D LADYBUG LEAF CARVING

D

52 800-504-2723

Zuni artisan, Cheryl Beyuka, is the creator of
this whimsical, hand-carved Ladybug, made
of Apple Coral, Jet, and Turquoise, resting on
a delicate leaf of gold Mother of Pearl.
#5229 (I¼" Long) $69

A CORAL DANGLE EARRINGS

If you are looking for elegance and style, you have found it! This pair of
post dangle earrings is Navajo hand-crafted out of soothing coral and set
in Sterling silver.

A

#11176 $128

B GREAT SPEECHES BY NATIVE AMERICANS

Remarkable for their eloquence, depth of feeling, and oratorical mastery,
these 82 compelling speeches encompass five centuries of Indian
encounters with nonindigenous people. These addresses are deeply
moving documents that offer a window into the hearts and minds of
Native Americans as they struggled against the overwhelming tide of
European and American encroachment. This edition, with informative
notes about each speech and orator, will prove indispensable to anyone
interested in Native American history and culture.
#6955 (Paperback) $12

FREE
SHIPPING

B

All Purchases of
$105 or More

C

D

C SOUTHWEST CACTUS BOWL

Transplant a little bit of the Desert Southwest into your home
with this marvelous ceramic bowl containing real barrel
cactuses. Also makes a great gift! (Bowls are in various colors).
#4703 (Approx. 5” Diameter) $24

D SUNSET BLANKET SOCKS

Warmly colorful and comfortable, these
socks are made from a cotton/nylon
blend. Machine washable.
#8544 Fits Sizes 9-11 $13
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A

C

B

D

F

E

A PISTACHIO SAMPLER

This Gift Box Pistachio Sampler includes three 8 oz. Burlap
Bags of Pistachio Nuts - Green Chile, Red Chile & Plain
Roasted! (all food items are non returnable)

#7257 $249

B PISTACHIO COOKIES

These gourmet White Chocolate Chunk Pistachio cookies
are simply scrumptious! 12 oz. Bag (all food items are non
returnable)

#7303 $29

C GREEN CHILI PISTACHIOS

This attractive burlap bag is bursting with home-grown,
shelled Pistachios spiced up with fresh green chile, garlic and
jalapenos! 16 ounce Bag. (all food items are non returnable)
(Pistachios from Eagle Ranch-Alamogordo NM)

#871 $24

D ROASTED PISTACHIO NUTS
F PISTACHIO BRITTLE

This delicious Brittle Candy is chock full of tasty Pistachio
Nuts grown here in New Mexico. Stock up for the
holidays! 9 oz. Can. (all food items are non returnable)

#872 $19

It's hard to beat the robust flavor of these lightly salted,
roasted-in-the-shell Pistachio Nuts, home-grown here in New
Mexico. 16 oz. (all food items are non returnable)

#875 $19

E P
 ISTACHIO CARAMEL POPCORN

This jumbo container of gourmet Caramel Popcorn is
bursting with flavor as well as New Mexico-grown Pistachios!
Makes a great gift! 28 oz. (all food items are non returnable)

#877 $32
54 800-504-2723

A FOUR CORNERS USA BOOK

Way out on the Colorado Plateau, two lines cross at right angles, forming the
borders of four states. You can stand on this spot and be in Arizona, Colorado,
New Mexico, and Utah all at the same time. This book is about the area roughly
150 miles around that point, a land of fantastic rock formations, ancient
dwellings, and diverse cultures. Multiple national parks and monuments have
been set aside to preserve the Four Corners wonders. And natures rainbow of
colors paints these vast landscapes and barren badlands where sandstone rock
sculptures grace majestic canyons. Join us in a tour of these remarkable places
and learn the history of this unforgettable land and its people.
"A beautiful and important book, packed to the brim with historical insights,
useful tidbits for travelers, and, best of all, a profound appreciation for this
unique part of Americas West. The stunning photographs dramatically reflect the
majesty and mystery of this unusual landscape and the resilient people who call
it home. This is a volume to savor from your armchair or to inspire a trip to see
these places firsthand" - New York Times best-selling author, Anne Hillerman.
#6964 (Softcover, 104 pp.) $17

A

B

B LOS ALAMOS ROBE

Plush unisex robe is incredibly plush, extra soft.
Made from 100% recycled microfiber, they’re
not only the last word in comfort — they’re also
100% Earth-Friendly!
#8264 (Available in Two Sizes: S/M or L/XL) $64

FREE
SHIPPING

All Purchases of
$105 or More

C

C STAR CONCHO CUFF BRACELET

Narrow chestnut brown leather bracelet is
accented with a large decorative star concho
with mini star and round silver studs. Snap
closure has two size options.
#7587 (One Size) $49
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MIDNIGHT BLUE COLLECTION
Elegantly modern, a truly
stunning color combination of
two different kinds of polished

A

Turquoise with deep blue
Lapis inlaid in Silver.
A Drop Loop Earrings
#11159 $82

B

B L arge Oval Teardrop Earrings
#11160 $126
C Large Round Disk Earrings in
Silver Casing

#11161 $126
D Three Pronged Pocket Knife
#5961 $229
Opposite Page:

EE
 legant Tapered Bracelet
#3323 $262
FW
 ide Rugged Inlay Bracelet
#3324 $472
G L ink Silver, Lapis, and
Turquoise Bracelet

#3325 $412

HT
 riangle Pendant
#12151 $49
I T
 riangle Earrings
#11162 $72
C

For the ultimate
SWIF experience:
1 DOWNLOAD Thyng App
2 SCAN this page in Targets Mode
3 DISCOVER everything about

Southwest Indian Foundation

56 800-504-2723

D

$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING
All Purchases of
$129 or More

F

E

G
H

I

HISTORY OF TURQUOISE AND MINE MAP

Detailed Map illustrating Turquoise Mines, locations, and
the type of stone taken from the ground. This educational
piece reveals the beginnings of how this popular gemstone
became a favorite of the Native American crafts artisans, and
a slice of Americana. On lovely stock, ready to frame. Sent in
a handsome protective tube.

#6959 $24

TURQUOISE OF THE SOUTHWEST PUZZLE

Puzzle version, 550 pieces. Makes a great gift, or create a
puzzle night to enjoy for you or your family.

#6966 $29

SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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TONY HILLERMAN Special Selections

ALL BOOKS
$

Critically acclaimed American author Tony Hillerman is one of the most decorated
writers in New Mexico history. His most notable works are his Navajo series, which
focuses on the adventures of Detectives Leghorn and Chee of the Navajo Tribal police
force. Several of his books within this series are available here, and this selection
evokes the mystery and beauty saturated in Hillerman’s novels.

A #2055

B #2073

A THE BLESSING WAY

HILLERMAN'S FIRST NOVEL
At a crime scene seemingly devoid of
tracks or useful clues, Navajo Tribal Police
Lieutenant Joe Leaphorn cannot help but
suspect the hand of a supernatural killer.
#2055 Softcover, 306 Pages $17

B DANCE HALL OF THE DEAD

Two Native-American boys have
vanished into thin air, leaving a pool
of blood behind them.
#2073 Softcover, 272 Pages $17

CL
 ISTENING WOMAN

The solution to a horrific crime is buried
somewhere in a dead man's secrets and in
the shocking events of a hundred years past.
#2077 Softcover, 320 Pages $17

DP
 EOPLE OF DARKNESS

C #2077

17 Each

D #2080

G TALKING GOD

A search for answers to a deadly puzzle
is pulling Leaphorn and Chee into the
perilous arena of superstition, ancient
ceremony, and living gods.
#2083 Softcover, 368 Pages $17

HC
 OYOTE WAITS

A car fire didn't kill Navajo Tribal Policeman
Delbert Nez—a bullet did. The mythical
trickster Coyote is waiting in the shadows to
add a strange and deadly new twist.
#2084 Softcover, 352 Pages $17

I SACRED CLOWNS

During a kachina ceremony, the clown is
found bludgeoned to death, in the same
manner a reservation schoolteacher was
killed only days before. The answers lie in
the sacred clown's final cryptic message.
#2085 Softcover, 384 Pages $17

The solution to a horrific crime is buried
somewhere in a dead man's secrets and in
J THE FALLEN MAN
The violence is hitting too close to home
the shocking events of a hundred years past.
for Joe Leaphorn who believes the recent
#2080 Softcover, 320 Pages $17
shooting of a harmless canyon guide and
ET
 HE DARK WIND
the remains of a murder victim from ten
A corpse had been “scalped,” its palms and
years' past is related.
soles removed after death. Sergeant Jim
#2086 Softcover, 352 Pages $17
Chee knows immediately he will have his
KTHE FIRST EAGLE
hands full with this case.
The murder of a Navajo Tribal Police officer
#2081 Softcover, 336 Pages $17
seems like an open-and-shut case when a
F A THIEF OF TIME
Hopi poacher is found huddled over the
At an ancient burial site, amid stolen
victim's butchered corpse.
goods and desecrated bones, two
#2087 Softcover, 368 Pages $17
corpses are discovered, shot by bullets
fitting the gun of a missing archaeologist. L HUNTING BADGER
Sergeant Jim Chee and retired
#2082 Softcover, 352 Pages $17
Lieutenant Joe Leaphorn find themselves
caught up in the most perplexing—and
deadly—criminal manhunt of their lives.
#2088 Softcover, 304 Pages $17
58 800-504-2723

E #2081

MT
 HE WAILING WIND

Ghosts never sleep in these high, lonely
Southwestern hills. The twisted threads
of craven murders past and current may
finally be coming together, thanks to
secrets once moaned in torment on the
desert wind.
#2089 Softcover, 288 Pages $17

N THE SINISTER PIG

Former policewoman Bernadette
Manuelito holds the key to a fiendishly
twisted conspiracy of greed, lies, and
murder—and whose only hope for survival
now rests in the hands of friends too far
away for comfort.
#2090 Softcover, 288 Pages $17

O SKELETON MAN

With nature herself proving to be the
deadliest adversary, Leaphorn and Chee
follow a puzzle—and a killer—down into the
dark realm of Skeleton Man.
#2091 Softcover, 320 Pages $17

PTHE SHAPE SHIFTER

Ghosts of a still-unsolved case haunt
Joe Leaphorn when Navajo rug
commemorating one of the darkest and
most terrible chapters in American history
has reappeared.
#2092 Softcover, 368 Pages $17

QTHE GOSTWAY

Two strangers spill blood at the Shiprock
Wash-O-Mat. One dies. The other
drives off into the dry lands of the Big
Reservation, but not before he shows the
old Navajo a photo of the man he seeks.
An thriller of revenge, secrets, and murder.
#2093 Softcover, 320 Pages $17

All Books…Only $17 Each!

F #2082

G #2083

H #2084

I #2085

J #2086

K #2087

L #2088

M #2089

N #2090

O #2091

P #2092

Q #2093
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TEARDROP TURQUOISE

Handsome teardrop turquoise set,
made from Kingman turquoise.
Native American handmade.

A BRACELET
#3306 $89

A

B  PENDANT
#12133 $59
CE
 ARRINGS
#11143-ER $59
B

THREE-PIECE SET

Bracelet, Pendant & Earrings

#9618 $195

D WARM-ME-UP BLANKET
WRAPS

With just a few quick snaps and
the pull of a zipper, this plush,
oversized blanket becomes a
personal Wrap! The ultimate twoin-one — use as a Blanket or wear
as a Robe! Super soft,
cozy, and warm. (60" x 65")
(90% Acrylic/10% Polyester)
#8339 Chimayo Wrap (Blue) $54
#8340 Anasazi Wrap (Red) $54

C

D

$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING
All Purchases of
$129 or More

E

E MOOSE CHECK SOCKS

Warm and comfortable with bold moose
and check design. Double insulated.
#8579 (Sizes 9–11) $16

60 800-504-2723

A

A BISON SPIRIT BLANKET

Sue Coccia is an award-winning
Northwest artist, from Edmonds,
Washington. She deftly creates
intricate pen and ink drawings,
meticulously hand-paintei;l with
acrylic paints. Her art conveys her
deep love and respect for animals,
and helps her honor the thread of
Native American heritage on her
Grandmother's side of her family.
Using a full palette of brilliant colors,
a keen eye for detail, and her lifelong
love of animals, Coccia has created
a stunning body of work. Be sure
to look for her signature·ladybug,
incorporated into every image,
representing good luck, happiness
and prosperity. This high-quality
Throw Blanket is proudly woven
in America!

#8454 $75

B
B AMERICAN BUFFALO: SPIRIT OF A NATION DVD

On May 9, 2016, the bison was named The National Mammal of the
United States of America. The American bison once roamed the prairies
in vast herds and holds a unique place in American history, especially
in relationship to America’s Indian Tribes. Now, from the award-winning
show Nature comes this fascinating documentary focusing on this
majestic beast and the struggle to rebuild and protect its population.
Beautifully filmed, brimming with facts and historical context.
#6943 (55 Minutes) $20

C DIAMONDS AND STRIPES SOCKS

Cool geometric design in bright colors.
Cotton/nylon blend. Machine washable.
#8545 Fits Sizes 9-11 $13

DL
 EOPARD MARBLE BISON

Beautiful marble sculpture with
turquoise eyes and antlers.

#5219 $79

FREE
SHIPPING

All Purchases of
$105 or More

C

D
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A BUTTERFLY VASE

Zuni butterfly vase by artist Tony Lorenzo depicts
a three dimensional butterfly resting for a spell on this
charming vase. Handmade with natural Pia Mesa clay.

B

#5624 $79

A

B SOUTHWEST SALSA PAK

Treat your tastebuds to this dynamic set of five Southwest Salsas,
including Sedona Red Salsa, Sedona Red Hot Salsa, Paradise
Pineapple Salsa, Rio Verde Tomatillo Salsa, and Bisbee Barbecue
Sauce - all in a handsome gift box! Only all natural ingredients
are used – no preservatives. Makes the perfect gift!
#8729 (Five 12 oz. Bottles) $36
All food items are non returnable.

$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING
All Purchases of
$129 or More

C

C CANYONLANDS THROW BLANKET

Soft to the touch and providing a warm, welcoming
embrace, this huge Canyonlands Throw Blanket will
make a beautiful addition to your lodge, retreat, office
or home! Inspired by traditional Native American
patterns, this gorgeous blanket and matching
Canyonlands Pillow are proudly made in America!
Please Note: These items cannot be shipped to a PO Box.
#2888 (54" Wide x 70" Long) $72

CANYONLANDS PILLOW

Matching Eagle Feather Pillow.

#2891 (10" x 17") $45

CANYONLANDS THROW BLANKET & TWO
PILLOW SET
#9599 $149

62 800-504-2723

A

A WARRIOR WOLF SHIRT

The Warrior Wolf Long Sleeve T-Shirt,
designed by artist Dr. Jeremy Paul, has
layers upon layers of details. This wolf
tee is one of the finest in our extensive
collection. It depicts a real animal, not
romanticized or embellished at all, but
an actual representation of a wolf that
has seen battle, and has the scars to
prove it! Enjoy your very own piece
of wearable art with the Warrior Wolf
design, and let your friends be in awe.
(M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10400 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10401 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24
#10428 Hoodie $48

B

B THE WOLF ALMANAC: A CELEBRATION OF
WOLVES AND THEIR WORLD

By Robert H. Busch. Revised and Updated. This is a great
work, a splendid guide, and as handy as it is scholarly and
comprehensive. Considered the best reference on wolves
of its kind with everything you will ever need to know
about this noble creature.

#5285 $29

C

FREE
SHIPPING

All Purchases of
$105 or More

C WHITE CLOUD KACHINA

The White Cloud Kachina represents the beauty
of the clouds in the sky and the monumental
importance of rain to provide moisture for the
crops here in the arid Southwest. The White
Cloud Kachina is holding up a small container
of corn as a reminder of his critical connection
to the bounty of the pueblo harvest.
(Approx. 14" Tall) (Color and design
on Kachina may Vary)

D

#8110 $99

D MOOSE MOUNTAIN AT SUNSET

Deep shades of a soothing purple and pink.
Cotton/Nylon blend.
#8542 Fits Sizes 9-11 $13

SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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A  BLACK WHALE

Smooth hand-carved
from black marble with
mother of pearl.

#5222 $42

B  ZUNI OLLA MAIDEN

Zuni Fetish hand-carved
from exquisite antler
with striking turquoise
and coral.

#5213 $69

A

C  BLUE BEAR FETISH
B

Blue bear fetish handcarved from sodalite
with double silver
heartline. A powerful
symbol.

C

#5212 $52

D HOWLING COYOTE

Black marble with
striking turquoise eyes.

#5225 $38
D

E

E  WHITE BUFFALO

White marble sculpture
with turquoise eyes.

#5218 $42

F

SHOP NOW
800-504-2723
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM

F  EAGLE FEATHER THROW BLANKET

Soft to the touch and providing a warm, welcoming embrace,
this huge Eagle Feather Throw Blanket will make a beautiful
addition to your lodge, retreat, office or home! Inspired by
traditional Native American patterns, this gorgeous
Throw Blanket is proudly woven in America!
#2887 (54" Wide x 70" Long) $72

EAGLE FEATHER PILLOW

Matching Eagle Feather Pillow.

#2890 (10" Wide x 17" Long) $45
EAGLE FEATHER THROW BLANKET
& TWO PILLOW SET
#9598 $149
ALSO AVAILABLE as a high-quality Jacquard Woven
Tapestry Wall Hanging! Complete with Hanging Rod
and hardware (hangs vertically).
#2886 (53" Wide x 76" Long) $319
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A  THE ANCIENT SOUTHWEST FANDEX

American Indian Fandex - From Aleut to Yaqui, this incredible
Fandex Field Guide features fifty different American Indian
indigenous peoples with full-color die-cut photographs
and chock-full of fascinating facts and legends. Discover
the Ojibwe creation story of Sky Woman, muskrat, and giant
turtle. The Yakama time ball, a diary made of beads and
knots. Sacagewea, the pregnant young Shoshone wife who
was critical to the success of Lewis and Clark. The fearless
Mohawks who in the twentieth century helped build nearly
every major American skyscraper. Makes a great gift for
kids of all ages! 10½" Long.

A

#5283 $18

B  LIZARD VASE

Catching a little sun on the warm earthenware,
Mr. Lizard seems to come to life while striking
a pose. An impressive work of art.

#5627 $126

$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING
B

All Purchases of
$129 or More

C  THE ANCIENT SOUTHWEST

Gregory McNamee guides you on a memorable tour
through 50 national and state parks, monuments, and
other cherished sites in the modern American Southwest.
Simultaneously, he leads you far back in time to the eras
when the earliest human beings lived in what is now
Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, and Utah. These ancient
people left intriguing clues: pueblos, tools, pottery,
jewelry, baskets, petroglyphs, pictographs, clothing,
kivas, and weavings. From such evidence, archaeologists
can reconstruct sophisticated cultures with advanced
knowledge of astronomy, architecture, agriculture, and art.
In more than 130 spectacular photographs, Larry Lindahl
captures the essence of these remarkable locations.
#5376 (Softcover, 96 pages) $17

C

D

D CACTUS COLORED SKY SOCKS

Brighten up your day with these neon colored bad boys!
Cotton/nylon blend. Machine washable.
#8538 Fits Sizes 8-11 $13
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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A
A HIAWATHA AND THE PEACEMAKER

Born of Mohawk and Cayuga descent, musical icon Robbie
Robertson learned the story of Hiawatha and his spiritual guide,
the Peacemaker, as part of the Iroquois oral tradition. Now he
shares the same gift of storytelling with a new generation. Hiawatha
was a strong and articulate Mohawk who was chosen to translate
the Peacemaker’s message of unity for the five warring Iroquois
nations during the 14th century. This message not only succeeded
in uniting the tribes but also forever changed how the Iroquois
governed themselves—a blueprint for democracy that would later
inspire the authors of the U.S. Constitution. Caldecott Honor–
winning illustrator David Shannon brings this to life with arresting
oil paintings helping to craft a new children’s classic that will both
educate and inspire readers of all ages. Includes a CD featuring a
new, original song written and performed by Robbie Robertson.
#5373 (Hardcover, 48 pp.) $22

B

C

B CEDAR STALLION FLUTE

This handsome 6-hole Stallion Flute is fashioned from Cedar by
Navajo artist, Jerry Nez, and ornamented with an intricate handburned feather as well as accents around each hole. Finished off
with genuine leather straps. Great for both adults and children!
(Approx. 16” Long)

#4490 $99

C CARNATION KNEE SOCKS

These multi-colored knee socks are unmatched both in design
and quality! Warm and colorful and eco-friendly: these unique
socks are knit entirely from recycled yarn right here in America!
(Women’s Small: 6-8, Med: 8-10, Large: 10-12)

#8548 $27

FREE
SHIPPING

All Purchases of
$105 or More

D

D LOVE LIZARD KACHINA

The Lizard Kachina is a symbol of love, conservation and agility. He
is viewed as an advisor to quarreling sweethearts, uniting those that
are in love. Hand-carved from aspen and fixed on a cedar pedestal,
this spectacular Kachina is hand-painted down to the smallest detail
and adorned with rabbit fur and deerskin. Authentic Navajo-crafted,
complete with artisans signature and Navajo census number.
(Approx. 12" Tall)

#8400 $89

SHOP NOW
800-504-2723
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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Be a Miracle in someone's life.
Remember, when you order something
from our catalog you are not just buying
wonderful and unique gifts—you are
actually changing lives!

A

A HUMMINGBIRD VASE

A wonderful piece of Navajo artistry! Hand-etched
completely in a bright and pleasant color pallet
of green, gold and earth tones. Vase is completely
Navajo-crafted and each one is one-of-a-kind.
9", for display only.

#7655 $89

B

$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING
All Purchases of
$129 or More

B AMERICAN INDIAN HEALING ARTS

American Indian Healing Arts is a magical blend of plant lore, history,
and living tradition that draws on a lifetime of study with native
healers by herbalist and ethnobotanist E. Barrie Kavasch. At the
heart of the book are more than sixty easy-to-use herbal remedies
including soothing rubs for baby, a yucca face mask for troubled skin,
relaxing teas, massage oils, natural insect repellents, and fragrant
smudge sticks. There are also guidelines for assembling a basic
American Indian medicine chest. (Softcover, 311 pages)

C

#5357 $21

SHOP NOW
800-504-2723
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM

C HUMMINGBIRD FEATHER EARRINGS

Lonny and Michelle Cloud (Cherokee and Sioux respectively), are
the husband and wife team that create this stunning Bone Feather
Jewelry. Hand-carved and hand-painted.(Pierced Only)(1 5/8" Long)

#11049 $49

SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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A DOGS SPEAK SHIRT

A

Dogs Speak T-Shirt says what Fido
lovers around the world know: Dogs
may not speak the same language we
do, but we always know exactly what
the other is saying. Artist Dean Russo is
famous for his bold, abstract portraits of
cats and dogs, and his commitment to
animal rescue and pet adoption. Show
your support with this Dogs Speak
Shirt! (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10439 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10440 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24

FREE
SHIPPING

All Purchases of
$105 or More

B
B TONY HILLERMAN’S BUSTER MESQUITE’S
COWBOY BAND

Author Tony Hillerman’s Buster Mesquite’s Cowboy Band
gives a quirky southwestern retelling of a classic children’s
tale, with a much more satisfactory ending. Illustrations by
Navajo artist Ernest Franklin whose visual puns make for a
delight to revisit over and over, always with a fresh sense of
discovery. #2056W (Hardcover) $24

D
C

C STORY COYOTE BOOKMARK

Let the howling Coyote help keep your place in your
favorite book. This handsome Story Coyote Bookmark is
made of sturdy polished metal with a rich, honey pinion
finish.
#6323 (5” Long) $10

D STORY FILLY BOOKMARK

Eye-catching Story Filly Bookmark is made of sturdy
polished metal with a transparent purple finish.
#6322 (5” Long) $10

E HIGH SPIRITS BOOKMARK

This handsome rearing stallion will help you
keep your place! High Spirits Bookmark
is made of sturdy polished metal with
a honey pinion finish..
#6321 (5” Long) $10
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SHOP NOW
800-504-2723
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM

E

A ECLECTUS PARROT FEATHER EARRINGS
A

Intricate, hand-carved and hand-painted Eclectus Parrot
Bone Feather Earrings. (Pierced only) (1 5/8" Long)

$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING

#11167 $49

All Purchases of
$129 or More

B

BT
 HE HEALTHY SOUTHWEST TABLE

Healthy Southwest Table - Cookbook - Features more
than 100 recipes bursting with taste as well as nutrition.
From zippy corn chowder to green chiles stuffed with
tuna salad, these savory dishes are low in sugar, salt , and
fat and high in beneficial ingredients such as soy, whole
grains, and colorful fruits and vegetables. A healthy diet
will strengthen your heart, bones, and immune system
and reduce the risk of disease. And as author Janet Taylor
proves--it can also delight your palate! Quality Softcover,
221 pp., 40 color photos.

#5342C $25

C

SHOP NOW
800-504-2723
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM

CA
 -TRIBUTE-TO-JOHNNY-CASH CD

D

Native American singer Floyd Red Crow Westerman has
crafted this moving tribute album in honor of Johnny
Cash. Includes Ring of Fire, I Walk the Line, Sunday Mornin
Comin Down and 10 more! I think Johnny Cash would be
especially proud of this tribute album. Not just because
of his high regard for Floyd Red Crow Westerman or
his own life-long identification with Native Americans
and commitment to their cause, but because it is such a
respectful, loving portrayal of the mans work. Floyds deep,
powerful voice resonates with the truth. I had no idea he
could sound so much like John – Kris Kristofferson

#9036 $17

D BITTER TEARS: BALLADS OF THE AMERICAN
INDIAN – JOHNNY CASH CD

Stripped down, classic Johnny Cash album of American
Indian ballads told from the viewpoint of the Indians
themselves.

#9037 $15

SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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THE NATURAL BEAUTY OF SPIDER WEB OPAL
The unique color of Spider Opal comes from bragg distraction of light,
just as in natural opal. This handcrafted opal gives the distinctiveness of
genuine opal with a more durable life. It does not use dye to create color.
Natural light refraction creates the unique webbing and patterns
resulting in infinite combinations of beauty in each piece.

A

B

C

D

E

A Earrings
#11181 $108
B L arge Taper Cuff Bracelet
#3330 $199

SHOP NOW

800-504-2723
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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C Small Taper Cuff Bracelet
#3329 $189
 hin Cuff Bracelet
D T
#3331 $189

E C
 ross Pendant
#12164 $465

A

B

C

 uff Bracelet
A C
#3332 $249

B O
 val Pendant
#12162 $99
C D
 iamond Shape Earrings
#11182 $108
D

$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING
All Purchases of
$129 or More

D RASPBERRY KNEE SOCKS

These multi-colored knee socks of blues and purples
are unmatched both in design and quality! Warm
and colorful and eco-friendly: these unique socks are
knit entirely from recycled yarn right here in America!
(Women’s Small: 6-8, Med: 8-10, Large: 10-12)

#8549 $27

SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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HEALING HANDS STUDIO

Work Therapy Program Art

The Healing Hands studio outside of Gallup is a work
therapy program that is connected to a treatment
facility and homeless shelter. The Southwest Indian
Foundation has been a long supporter of this “self
help” home that literally saves lives.
A

B

C

D

A WEDDING BASKET

Hand-painted, approx. 4½" x 2"

#5659 $32

B MINI BUTTER DISH

Multi-purpose, approx. 5"x 2½"

#5660 $32

C HEART TRINKET DISH

Hand-painted, approx. 4½" x 2"

#5662 $32

DR
 ED FLOWER TRINKET DISH
Hand-painted, approx. 4½" x 2"

#5661 $32

72 800-504-2723

E HEALING HANDS DISH

Multi-purpose, approx. 5" x3"

#5659 $36

F ZUNI SMALL POT
#5656 $32
G HEART RING DISH
Approx. 4"

IM
 EDIUM WEDDING VASE

Traditional colorful wedding vase,
approx. 6"

#5664 $48

J LITTLE DRUMMER BOY
Mini Sun Pot

#5657 $20

#5644 $29
H M
 INI WEDDING VASE

Traditional wedding vase,
approx. 4"

#5665 $36

$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING
All Purchases of
$129 or More

F

E

G

H

I

J
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B

A

MEDITATIONS CDs BY JOHN HULING

John Huling is a true authentic Troubadour. His music is spiritually stirring, and has a
unique healing quality. Many have remarked that listening to John puts them in a peaceful
place, even when they are in pain. We are proud to announce that we have been partners
with John for 25 years. More importantly, John Huling has been a great friend. He and his
wife Joni are presently suffering some medical problems. In honor of our friendship, and
our 25 year bond, we are bringing to you at a reduced price anniversary sets.

A SLEEPING DESERT

A meditative and reflective musical journey inspired by the peace and tranquility in the
Southwest Native American Deserts. A #1 Bestseller for nearly 14 years!

C

#9028 $17

B UNDER THE DESERT SKIES, MUSICAL VISIONS OF THE SOUTHWEST

John Huling uses a variety of exotic Native American flutes, drums and other instruments
to melodically and beautifully portray the “true spirit” of the Desert Southwest Spiritlands.

#8993 $17

C SOUTHWEST PASSAGES

Southwest Passages takes you on a musical journey into the Southwest Native American
Deserts. Native American Flutes, Drum beats and other world instruments melodically
portray the beauty and grandeur of this vast area of the Southwest United States.

#9027 $17
D

D PLATEAU OF DREAMS, MEDITATIONS UNDER A HARVEST MOON

Meditations Under a Harvest Moon draws inspiration from the Southwest Desert Plateaus
of the Four Corners region. Native American Flutes accompanied by a variety of other
instruments including gentle drumming and the soothing sounds of nature from the
Mesas and Canyons of the Southwest.

#9039 $17

E WINTER SOLSTICE, SOUTHWEST MEDITATIONS

Native American Flute – Over 60 minutes of contemplative and peaceful musical stories
for healing the heart, mind and spirit are on this CD.

#9038 $17

F NORTH STAR MEDITATIONS, MUSIC FOR HEALING THE SPIRIT
E

North Star Meditations is a special collection of soft, gentle, meditative favorites that will
lift and heal your spirit this Christmas season and year-round. John Hurling’s flute music
is inspired by the Southwest Desert Plateaus of the Four Corners Area.

#1864C $17

SET OF 3

PLATEAU OF DREAMS
NORTH STAR MEDITATIONS
WINTER SOLSTICE
F
74 800-504-2723

#9626

ONLY $45

SET OF 3

UNDER THE DESERT SKIES
SOUTHWEST PASSAGES
SLEEPING DESERT
#9627

ONLY $42

KINGMAN TURQUOISE
INLAY KNIVES
A

B

C

Exquisite turquoise inlay knives… made with rare
#8 Turquoise. Meticulously constructed.
A Large Buck Knife with handsome black belt
loop case (Shown on right).

#5962 $599

B Medium Buck Knife
#5963 $449
C Pocket Knife
#5960 $229

$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING
All Purchases of
$129 or More

SHOP NOW
800-504-2723
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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A

B LARGE FAN VASE

Completely hand-etched and painted in a lovely color
pallet of green, gold and earth tones. Nice presentation
vase is completely Navajo-crafted and one-of-a-kind.
8", for display only.

#7656 $82

B

A SECRETS OF NATIVE AMERICAN HERBAL REMEDIES
For centuries, Native American healers have used the
gifts of nature to bestow health and healing on those in
need. Author Anthony Cichoke explores more than 100
American herbs, including such newly popular ones as
echinacea, ginkgo biloba, ginseng, and goldenseal. Part
Two recommends healing formulas for common conditions,
including recipes for therapeutic teas, ointments, washes,
gargles, and more. An invaluable resource!
#5351 (Softcover, 274 pages) $20

C

SHOP NOW
800-504-2723
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
C HARVEST MOON ZIP-TOP TOTE

Striking zip-top bucket tote with Hand-tooled
golden tan genuine leather, accented with
leather lacing and a silver floral concho.
Handbag includes a silver signature keepsake
and a protective storage bag. Each piece is
crafted by hand, 12” x 10” x 4”. Shoulder strap
with 11” drop

#7582 $224
D HARVEST MOON TRI-FOLD WALLET

Matching wallet accented with leather lacing and
a silver floral concho. Full leather inside contains
a flap for a checkbook, 13 card slots, and 5
compartments. Back has a zipper coin pocket.
7.5” x 4”

D

#7583 $89

HARVEST MOON
TOTE & WALLET SET
#9043 $298
76 800-504-2723

MONET SKIRT AND PANT SET
Spring is a lovely time with this beautiful Monet
inspired skirt, pant, scarf and top set. This mostly
cotton Watercolor printed skirt or pant with
coordinating color block top and matching
chiffon scarf are graceful and elegant. Soft and
comfortable as a Spring breeze!
A

C

A
B
C
D

#1950
#1953
#1952
#1951

Top $45
Stole (large scarf) $26
Pants $46
Skirt $49

Top, Pants and Skirt in sizes
S, M, L, XL, XXL, and XXXL.

C

E

F

FREE
SHIPPING
All purchase of
$105 or more

E SLEEPING BEAUTY TURQUOISE LADIES WATCH

This elegant Ladies Southwest Inlay Watches features Sleeping
Beauty Turquoise, Jet, and Lab Opal stones delicately cut and
intricately inlaid in Sterling Silver settings. Each Watch features
a high-quality watch face with Quartz Movement.

#4296 $149

F TIGER EYE LADIES WATCH

This elegant Ladies Southwest Inlay Watches features Tiger
Eye, Picture Jasper, and Jet stones delicately cut and intricately
inlaid in Sterling Silver settings. Each Watch features a highquality watch face with Quartz Movement.

#4297 $149

SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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A TRADITIONAL-NAVAJO-CROSS-EARRINGS

A

These matching Traditional Navajo Earrings
feature Turquoise stones set in satin-finished
Sterling Silver (1 3/4" Long).

FREE
SHIPPING
All purchase of
$105 or more

#1205 $112

B FLAG BEARING EAGLE SHIRT

Wear our colors proudly with our Flag
Bearing Eagle T-Shirt
(M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10455 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10456 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24

B

C SITTING BULL LAKOTA WARRIOR AND
DEFENDER OF HIS PEOPLE

Sitting Bull (c. 18311890) was one of the greatest
Lakota/Sioux warriors and chiefs who ever lived.
From Sitting Bulls childhood killing his first buffalo
at age 10 to being named war chief, to leading
his people against the U.S. Army, Sitting Bull:
Lakota Warrior and Defender of His People brings
the story of the great chief to life. Sitting Bull
was instrumental in the war against the invasive
wasichus (white men) and was at the forefront
of the combat, including the Battles of Killdeer
Mountain and the Little Bighorn. He and Crazy
Horse were the last Lakota/Sioux to surrender
their people to the U.S. government and submit
to living on a reservation. Celebrated author and
illustrator S. D. Nelson intersperses archival images
with his own artwork, inspired by the ledgerart drawings of the nineteenth century Lakota.
Through the art and riveting story, Nelson conveys
how Sitting Bull clung to his belief that the Lakota
were a free people meant to live, hunt, and die on
the Great Plains.
#5374 (Hardcover, 56 pages) $22

C

D

D ZIA DUCK

Unlimited beauty made from Picasso
Marble, turquoise and coral.

#5220 $69

78 800-504-2723

A

A AUDREY CORAL TOP

Pretty as a spring flower! This beautifully textured cotton
top has buttoned roll-up sleeves and features stunning
floral embroidery, making it the perfect addition to your
spring wardrobe! ( I 00% Cotton)
#8440 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $67

BS
 ECRETS OF NATIVE AMERICAN
HERBAL REMEDIES

For centuries, Native American healers have used
the gifts of nature to bestow health and healing
on those in need. Now, author Anthony Cichoke
brings this knowledge to you exploring more than
100 American herbs, including such newly popular
ones as echinacea, ginkgo biloba, ginseng, and
goldenseal. In an accessible yet authoritative style,
this book provides an overview of the herbs and
details their healthful constituents, forms in
which they can be purchased, and ways to
prepare them. Part Two recommends healing
formulas for common conditions, including
recipes for therapeutic teas, ointments,
washes, gargles, and more. An invaluable
resource! (Softcover, 274 pages)

#5351 $20

B

$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING
All Purchases of
$129 or More

C RED-TAIL HAWK FEATHER
EARRINGS

Lonnie and Michelle
Cloud Cherokee and Sioux
respectively are the husband
and wife team that create
these amazing, hand-carved
and hand-painted Bone
Feather Earrings. pierced only.
1 5/8" long.

#2182 $49

C

Handmade Treasures

It’s no secret that Native Americans are incredibly gifted artistically. But
because of geographical isolation, it’s often a problem to find a viable market
to showcase their hand- crafted goods. So in 1990, we launched the Indian
Craft Catalog that you are holding in your hands. In addition to providing a
national market for local Indian craftsmen, the profits from this catalog go
directly back to the Native Americans themselves in the form of the many
philanthropicprogramsthat SWIFsponsorsand supports. As we like to say:
“Made in America – By the First Americans.”
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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A
B

$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING
All Purchases of
$129 or More

A REVERSIBLE RAINCOAT

Our sophisticated and reversible Raincoat
can brighten up even the dreariest of days! Soft,
lightweight and travel-friendly, this zip-up Raincoat
drapes and flatters all sizes and shapes. The roomy
hood provides great protection from the rain. Enjoy
two looks in one jacket by wearing the sophisticated
grey side or the bright and casual red side. Proudly
made in America!
#8456 (S, M, L, XL, IX, 2X, 3X) $119

B PEREGRINE FALCON FEATHER EARRINGS

Spectacular hand-carved and hand-painted Peregrine
Falcon Bone Feather Earrings. (Pierced Only) (2" Long)

#11166 $49

C TRAIL'S END WALL HANGING

Solid metal wall hanging features the classic Trails End
image in a rich, honey pinion finish. Custom designed
and crafted. This wall art is a wonderfully bold decor
for your home. (24" x 18")

#6330 $139

SHOP NOW
800-504-2723
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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C

A

$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING
All Purchases of
$129 or More

B

SHOP NOW
800-504-2723
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM

A MAGGIE TUNIC

C

Like a whirl of dazzling fireworks going off, this alluring Maggie Tunic
features a warm explosion'of color, finished with a V-neck, 3/4 sleeves
and a soft rounding hemline that is both lovely and flattering.
(96% Rayon/4% Spardex)
#8438 (S, M, L. XL. IX. 2X, 3X) $62

BC
 ELIA TUNIC

Celia Tunic features soft Monet-like colors in a pleasing pallet
and 3/4 sleeves that can transition from spring into summer.
The soft rounding hemline is both flattering and chic.
(96% Rayon/4% Spardex)
#8436 (S, M, L. XL. IX. 2X, 3X) $62

C HUMMINGBIRD FEATHER EARRINGS

Lonnie and Michelle Cloud are the husband and wife team
that create these amazing hand-carved and hand-painted
Sylph Hummingbird Bone Feather Earrings. (Pierced Only)
(1 5/8" Long)

#11124 $49

SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
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Horse Hair Pottery is fired by using a special
technique in which fine lines are created with the
hair from the mane of the horse, and thick lines
are created from the hair of the tail. Each Navajo
horse hair pottery is one-of-a-kind and all of the
etchings on every piece are done by hand. For
display only.

A

A WEDDING VASE

The double spouts on this wedding vase symbolize bring
the bride and groom together as one. Teal and burgundy
coloring with sun face design is etched on both sides of vase.

#7657 $82

B LARGE FEATHER VASE

Gold and burgundy coloring with sun face design etched on
both sides of vase.

#7658 $82

B

D
C

C SPOTTED EAGLE FEATHER EARRINGSLonny and
Michelle Cloud (Cherokee and Sioux respectively), are
the Creators of these beautiful hand-carved and handpainted Spotted Eagle Bone Feather Earrings.
(Pierced Only) (2"Long)

#11079 $49

DM
 OUNTAIN BLUEBIRD FEATHER EARRINGS

Intricate, hand-carved and hand-painted Mountain Bluebird
Bone Feather Earrings. (Pierced ONLY) (1 5/8" Long)

#11147 $49

E MILITARY MACAW FEATHER EARRINGS

Lonny and Michelle Cloud (Cherokee and Sioux respectively),
are the creators of these intricate, hand-carved and handpainted Military Macaw Bone Feather Earrings.
(Pierced Only) (1 5/8" Long)

#11146 $49

SHOP NOW
800-504-2723
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM

82 800-504-2723

E

FREE
SHIPPING
All purchase of
$105 or more

A CHRISSY DENIM TOP

A

Spring has spung with this casual and playful Chrissy
Denim Top featuring intricate floral cross-stitch
embroidery. 3/4 sleeves. (100% Rayon)
#8439 (S ,M, L, XL, IX, 2X, 3X) $62

B OUR LADY OF GUADALUPE BLANKET

On December 9, 1531, the Blessed Virgin Mary
appeared to a Mexican peasant named Juan Diego,
leaving an image of herself imprinted on his cloak.
This miraculous tilma survives today at the Basilica
of Our Lady of Guadalupe near Mexico City, where
20 million pilgrims visit each year! We are proud
to reproduce this miraculous image on this highquality Blanket of 100% Cotton. This blanket is
proudly woven in America using advanced Jacquard
weaving techniques, ensuring vibrant colors and
a rich, comfortable feel. (54" x 70")

#2916 $75
B

SHOP NOW
800-504-2723
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
C

CG
 REAT INDIAN LEADERS & NATIONS

This double-program DVD brings together two awardwinning presentations! The first presentation focuses on
four legendary Indian Leaders, etching vivid portraits of Crazy
Horse, Chief Joseph, Geronimo, and Quana Parker Last chief of
the Comanche. This is the poignant and tragic story of the end
of the American Indians way of life and freedom. The second
presentation tells the moving story of six mighty Indian Nations
the Iroquois, the Seminoles of Florida the Shawnee, the Navajo
the Cheyenne, and the Lakota Sioux. Majestic landscapes,
dramatic reenactments, historical photographs and authentic
music combine to preserve the richness of these Native
American histories and cultures.
(110 Minutes)

#6941 $22
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SHOP NOW

A

800-504-2723
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
A RED TAIL HAWK KACHINA

Red Tail Hawk Kachina - Hand-carved from aspen and
fixed on a cedar pedestal, this spectacular Red Tail
Hawk Kachina is hand-painted down to the smallest
detail and adorned with rabbit fur, deerskin, and dyed
feathers. Authentic Navajo-crafted, complete with
artisan's signature and Navajo census number. Approx.
12" Tall (Color and design on Kachina may Vary)

#8126 $99

B BLUE JAY BONE FEATHER EARRINGS

Hand-carved from cow bone and hand-painted with
striking detail. Size Length os 1 5/8 inch. Pierced Only.

#2183 $49

C INDIGO DRAGONFLY EARRINGS

Lonny and Michelle Cloud (Cherokee and Sioux
respectively), are the creators of these beautiful handcarved and hand-painted Indigo Dragonfly Earrings!
(Pierced Only) (2" Long)

#11148 $49

D AMAZON PARROT FEATHER EARRINGS

Spectacular hand-carved and hand-painted Amazon
Parrot Bone Feather Earrings. (Pierced Only) (2" Long)

B

#11169 $49

C

E HEMI HARVEST KACHINAS

Colorful trio of Hemi Kachinas usher in abundant, highyielding crops of corn through their annual Harvest
Dance, where each dancer shakes a rattle to evoke
the nurturing sound of rain. Hand-carved from aspen
and fixed on a cedar pedestal, these striking Hemi
Kachinas are hand-painted down to the smallest detail
and adorned with rabbit fur and deerskin. Authentic
Navajo-crafted, complete with artisans signature and
Navajo census number.
#8398 (6” Tall x 12” Long) $119

E

D

FREE
SHIPPING
All purchase of
$105 or more

84 800-504-2723

A MOUNTAIN NIGHT MOUNTAIN DAY

The mountains are majestic and magical, teeming with
life through day and night. They are alive with chatter and
song, splashing, soaring, and scurrying. Mountain Night
Mountain Day uncovers how the fascinating animals of the
mountains live around the clock. A delightful read-aloud with
bold, beautiful illustrations, Mountain Night Mountain Day
is the perfect book to share with a little one, day or night.
(Hardcover, 32 pp.)

A

#6948 $16

B GRIZZLY BEAR SPIRIT BLANKET

Sue Coccia is an award-winning Northwest artist, from
Edmonds, Washington. She deftly creates intricate pen and
ink drawings, meticulously hand-painted with acrylic paints.
Her art conveys her deep love and respect for animals, and
helps her honor the thread of Native American heritage on
her Grandmother's side of her family. Using a full palette of
brilliant colors, a keen eye for detail, and her lifelong love of
animals, Coccia has created a stunning body of work. Be sure
to look for her signature ladybug, incorporated into every
image, representing good luck, happiness and prosperity.
This high-quality Throw Blanket is proudly woven in America!
#8455 (54" Wide x 70" Long) $75

B

$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING
All Purchases of
$129 or More

C

C BEAR VASE

In Native American beliefs, the bear symbolizes physical
strength, leadership, and is known as "first helper". Bright
earthy coloring is featured on this Navaj-made terracotta
pottery vase. Etched with a bear design on both sides.
12", for display only.

#7659 $89

D MAGPIE FEATHER EARRINGS

Lonny and Michelle Cloud (Cherokee and
Sioux respectively), are the creators of
these intricate, hand-carved and handpainted Magpie Bone Feather Earrings.
(Pierced Only) (1 5/8" Long)

#11148 $49

D
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Nichos by Roberto Gonzales
Known as the Santero (Saint Maker) de Albuquerque,
Roberto is an international award-winning artist
known for his museum quality and cutting edge style.
These hand painted nichos* of common patron saints
are the perfect gift to a loved one or yourself.
*A nicho "niche," or inset, a small shrine common
in old New Mexico and the Southwest.

NATIVITY – CHRISTMAS
#1826C $49 Now $42

SAN FRANCISCO –
ST. FRANCIS
SANTIAGO – ST. JAMES

Horsemen, Sowing of Fields,
Against Rheumatism and Arthritis

Animals

#1820C $49 Now $42
SAINT SEBASTIAN

#1832C $49 Now $42

SAN MIGUEL ARCANGEL
Against Forces of Evil

#1824C $49 Now $42

Archers, Athletes, Soldiers

#1833C $49 Now $42

Flower Shops

#1834C $49 Now $42

ST. KATERI TEKAKWITHA
Native Peoples

#1822C $49 Now $42
SAINT CECELIA
Musicians

86 800-504-2723

SAINT THERESE OF
LISIEUX MISSION

#1818C $49 Now $42

NUESTRA SEÑORA DE
GUADALUPE
#1827C $49 Now $42

SHOP NOW

A

800-504-2723
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM

B

Beautiful hand-sculpted Navajo wood carvings by Harry
and Isabelle Benally from Sheep Springs. Each piece is an
original, created with loving hands…truly authenic Native art.

A BLUE BIRD FLOUR GRANDMOTHER CODE TALKER
Blue Bird Flour Grandmother shows up to feed the clan
with a brand favored on the reservation. (7”) $119

#7651 $119

B NAVAJO CODE TALKER

Code Talker, representing the heroes and medal of honor
recipients that changed the course of WWI…splendidly
and authentically dressed. (7”)

#7652 $119

C

D THE NAVAJO CODE TALKERS

Not only World War II buffs, but anyone with a sense of
history will marvel at this incredible story of the Navajo
Code Talkers. This dramatic, thoroughly researched
work explores the unique contribution of Navajo Indians
in devising and implementing a secret code using their
native tongue — a code that was never broken. A moving
story of human courage and purpose! Hardcover, 170
pages, with photos.

#535 $17

D

C GI JOE NAVAJO CODE TALKER

"Request Air Support!" "Attack by Machine Gun!" This
dynamic, talking G I Joe speaks seven different phrases in both Navajo and English! The complete equipment list
includes a camouflage-covered helmet, web belt, hand
phone set, backpack radio, shirt, pants, boots, and M-1
rifle. Also included in this Deluxe Edition (not available in
any store or catalog) is a handsome 3" Embroidered IronOn Patch featuring the famous silhouette of the Marines
hoisting the flag on Iwo Jima and proudly identifying you
as a "Junior Navajo Code Talker." And to help you master
the Code, we've also included a sturdy, laminated list of
over 200 authentic Code Words (stamped "Top Secret Confidential") actually used by the original Navajo Code
Talkers, including the English word, the Navajo equivalent,
and the literal Navajo translation! Did you know the literal
translation for "tank destroyer" is "tortoise killer"? Now you
can write secret messages to your friends in Navajo Code!
(G I Joe 11" Tall)

#8322 $39
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As magical as a rainbow in the desert.

SWIF

The desert skies of the Southwest make for some truly
breathtaking phenomena. The vivid coloring and original
design of these button up shirts capture the spirit of the
American Southwest. A SWIF exclusive!

EXCLUSIVE

 ADIES' BUTTON UP SHIRT
L
#8458 (S ,M, L, XL, IX, 2X, 3X) $89
 EN'S BUTTON UP SHIRT
M
#8459 (S ,M, L, XL, IX, 2X, 3X) $89

FREE
SHIPPING
All purchase of
$105 or more

$20 OFF +
FREE SHIPPING
All Purchases of
$129 or More

